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Scope of this document

1

Scope of this document

This document provides the user with a basic and detailed explanation of how to use Agito PCSuite. It
is assumed that you are familiar with the use of similar software. It is also assumed that your are
familiar with common concepts of motion systems and motion control.
This manual focuses only on concepts that may not be self-explanatory. Interface elements that are
simple enough for the user to understand are not documented in this manual.
Agito PCSuite tools (screens) that refer to specific features of Agito controllers (such as motions and
control filters) are explained in detail in the Agito Controllers User Manual.
This manual is based on Agito PCSuite version 11.0.0.
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2

Quick Start

This chapter provides an overview of the Agito PCSuite software. It explains some of the basic
concepts and navigation in the software.

2.1 Operating systems
Agito PCSuite requires the following:


Windows 7, 32/64 bit or later. Windows 10 32/64 bit is recommended.



.NET 4.8 framework, Runtime profile

2.2 Screen resolution
PCSuite requires a minimum display resolution of 1280 x 768.
A resolution of 1280 x 900 or higher is recommended for better display of screens and menus.

2.3 Installation
PCSuite is supplied as a single exe installation file. Run the installer and follow the on-screen
instructions. You can choose to install a CAN bus driver if needed.
Depending on your PC’s security settings, you may see a permission warning/request during
installation.

2.4 Start PCSuite
To activate PCSuite, run PCSuite.exe from the installation directory, or use the desktop shortcut
created by the installer.
Depending on your PC’s security settings, you may see a permission request the first time the
software is activated. Allow PCSuite access to the requested resources.
Two applications open:


PCSuite. This is the Agito PCSuite, of course.



AACommServer. This is the Agito communications server, opened minimized to system tray. (For
more information, see the section “About AACommServer”).

PCSuite opens with a warning message. Read it carefully, and click OK.
To prevent the message from reappearing each time the software is started, select the Don’t show...
checkbox, and click OK.
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2.5 Additional installations
To enable communication with Agito controllers, you may need to install the relevant
communication drivers.


Ethernet. Configure the controller designated network adapter to use the default static
IP: 172.1.1.0 (unless instructed otherwise).



CAN Bus. Installed as part of the PCSuite installation process, if selected.



RS232. Serial COM port (or an adapter) is required.



USB. Plug-and-play. If the device is not recognized, use the driver: 6.7.4.261 CP210x USB to UART,
in CDM_v2.12.26_WHQL.zip, which is installed by default in the folder:
C:\Program Files (x86)\Agito\PCSuite\Drivers.
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2.6 PCSuite interface elements
The PCSuite software window is comprised of a frame and a tool screen.

Agito PCSuite software Window

Tool Screen

Tabs
Frame
Panes
Buttons

The frame elements do not change, while the screen changes according to the tool you selected.
The frame elements include tool menus, shortcuts for recent tools and favorite tools, connectivity,
quick access menus, and statuses.

2.6.1

Toolsets menu bar

The bottom section of the frame is the main Toolsets menu:

The main menu contains all available toolsets (or tool groups). Each toolset is represented by a
button. The toolsets are arranged from left to right according to the most likely order in which they
will be used when setting up a new system.
Hover the mouse on a toolset button to display a submenu of the tools included in the toolset. For
example, the Configuration toolset:
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All tool buttons in a given toolset have the same color as the main toolset button.
Click on a toolset button in the main menu. The submenu opens and remains open even if the mouse
is moved away.
Click any button in the submenu to select a tool. The tool screen opens and is ready for use.
Hover the mouse on a toolset or a tool button to display a tooltip.

Right-click on a toolset or a tool button to open a context menu:

2.6.2

Favorites and Recent menu bar

The left side of the frame is a customizable menu bar that is set according to user preferences. It
enables easy and fast access to frequently used tools.
The tools that were most recently used are displayed in the Recent menu:
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To pin a tool to the Favorite tools menu, right-click on the tool button, and select Pin to Favorite.

The Favorite and Recent bars can each include up to 5 tool buttons.
Right-click any tool in the Recent and Favorite bars to manage their placement on the bars.
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2.6.3

Connectivity

The top section of the frame contains connectivity status and options.
When PCSuite is in the Disconnected state, the Auto Connect First and Discover Connections options
are available.



Auto Connect First. Tries to automatically detect and connect to the first discovered controller.
Channel priorities can be defined in the Manage/Preferences screen.



Discover Connections and Connect. Opens a dialog box that is used to search all available
connections across selected channels, and to connect to one of the discovered connections. For
details refer to the section “Connecting to a controller”.



Connect to Last Used. Attempts to connect to the latest connection used by PCSuite.
If a connection has already been defined (see Manage/Connections), or was automatically
connected recently, use Select Connection to connect to the specific controller.



When PCSuite is in the Connected state, the Connections field shows the active connection. It can
be used to disconnect or to toggle between controllers.



Axis menu. Most PCSuite screens are single-axis oriented. However, Agito controllers are multiaxis. Use the Axis menu to select which axis is currently interfaced by the software.

2.6.4

Quick commands and floating tools

When PCSuite is in the Connected state, the following buttons are also available at the top of the
frame:



Kill All. Sends the Motor Off command to all controller axes.
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Stop All. Sends the Stop command to all controller axes.



Quick Commands. Opens a menu that contains useful, but less frequently used, shortcuts.



Floating Tools. Opens a menu that provides access to a variety floating windows. These open
alongside PCSuite, and provide extensive modularity and multi-tasking environment.

2.6.5

Notifications

The Notifications button at the bottom-left of the frame opens a Notifications History pane.
Depending on PCSuite settings, non-interactive notifications (notifications that do not require user
input) may be added to the Notifications pane, and not explicitly displayed. It is possible to log all
displayed messages in the Notifications pane. For details, refer to the section “Manage/Preferences”.

2.6.6

Snapshots

The Snapshots button at the bottom-left of the frame opens the Snapshots pane.
Snapshot is available for some tool screens. It enables you to save/load the tool-specific controller
parameters at any time.
In addition, an automatic snapshot is taken whenever a different tool screen is opened, and
whenever the active axis is changed.
Use the keyboard shortcuts to streamline use of this tool.
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2.6.7

System Information dialog box

The Info button at the bottom-right of the frame opens an information pane containing PCSuite build
information, controller information. If connected, also displays firmware version, FPGA version, type,
and other controller data.
Agito News and Info webpages are easily accessible from this pane. The pages open in your default
browser.
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2.6.8

Info LEDs

One or three info LEDs are displayed at the bottom-right of the PCSuite frame.
These LEDs indicate the following:


Green. Lights when communication is connected. Turned off when communication is
disconnected.



Yellow. Lights when at least one of the axes in the connected controller (if any) is enabled.
Turned off when all axes are disabled.



Red. Lights when at least one of the axes in the connected controller was disabled due to a fault.
Turned off when none of the axes was disabled by fault.

The refresh rate of the LEDs is set by the Manage/Preferences tool.

2.6.9

Active tool screen

When you click any of the tool buttons or Recent/Favorites buttons, PCSuite opens the screen for the
specific tool, within the frame.
Some tool screens have a dynamic layout that varies according to the size of the software window.
On startup, PCSuite automatically opens to the tool last used.
Keyboard shortcuts provide access to some of the tools. For details, refer to the section “Help/How
to”.
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2.7 Connecting to a controller
2.7.1

General

Every controller may have different communication channels with different options (such as baud
rate or IP settings). For details, refer to the product manual for the specific controller.
PCSuite contains a list of connections that are managed using the Manage/Connection tools. Each
connection defines a list of properties:


Connection (or controller) name.



Controller type.



Communication type.



Communication characteristics.

After you have defined the connection according to your hardware, and selected this connection for
communication, you can open a communication channel to your controller and start using it with
PCSuite.

2.7.2

Configuring the connection parameters

Connect your controller to your PC using the appropriate cable (RS232, MUSB, CAN bus, or Ethernet).
Use adapters if necessary. If your product includes DIP switches that control the baud rate, set them
to the required rate.
Once the hardware is set, make sure PCSuite is in the Disconnected state. Then do the following:


If a single controller is connected, click Auto-Connect First.
If a connection is found, PCSuite connects automatically, and the discovered channel is added to
the connections list.
Auto-connect priorities can be configured in the Manage/Preferences tool.



If multiple controllers are connected, click Discover connections and connect. Then select the
applicable channels and click Discover.
Select the controller and click Seect and Connect.
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For manual channel configuration and troubleshooting, refer to the section Manage/Connections.

You are now ready to use PCSuite to control your system.

2.8 General guidelines for using PCSuite tools
This section presents some guidelines for using PCSuite tool screens.

2.8.1

Working with data in PCSuite

When using PCSuite, data that you enter and send to the controller behaves in the following manner:


Data that was entered in PCSuite but not yet sent via communication to the controller is
displayed in blue.
To send data to the controller after you finish entering it, click Apply All or press Enter. Once the
data is sent to the controller, it is displayed in black. Apply All overwrites the data in the
controller RAM.



If there is an error (for example, if the data is out of range), PCSuite displays a message. The data
item that caused the error is displayed in red.
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If you changed data in the screen but have not yet clicked Apply All, use Cancel All or Esc to
retrieve the data from the controller.



The data that was sent to the controller resides in RAM. To preserve the data in the controller so
that it will be used after restarting, click Save to Flash in the Quick Commands menu, or use the
shortcut Alt+S.



If you changed data in the controller RAM without saving it to flash, and you want to restore the
previously saved data, click Load From Flash in the Quick Commands menu. All the parameters
that were saved to flash will be retrieved from flash. The data in the RAM will be overwritten.



To save a single set of parameters to be used in multiple controllers, or to save several sets of
parameters as part of a tuning process, use the Manage/Parameters tool to read all the current
parameters and save them to a file on your PC.



If you attempt to exit a tool screen while some entries have been modified but not yet written to
the controller (displayed in blue), PCSuite displays a warning message and prompts you keep or
discard these modifications.

2.8.2

Reading data from the controller

The status of the controller is constantly monitored and displayed. The specific data that is queried
depends on the tool that is currently in use. For example, the Input tool shows the state of each
input, while the status pane in the Point-to-Point tool monitors many more parameters related to
the motion, different sensors reading, error conditions, motor condition, and so on.
This data is repeatedly read from the controller.
By default, the data is updated every 0.5 second. You can modify the rate of status updates in the
Manage/Preferences tool.

2.8.3

Screen refresh

PCSuite reads data from the controller and refreshes the data display in each tool screen whenever:


The software connects to a new connection.



The software switches from one tool screen to another.



The active axis is changed.



Refresh All (or Esc) is clicked.

In all other cases, including switching between tabs in a tool screen, PCSuite does not refresh the
data in the tool screen.

2.8.4

PCSuite notifications

PCSuite has three types of notifications:


Information



Warning



Errors

All notifications are displayed in the lower right of PCSuite.
For notifications style configurations, refer to the section “Manage/Preferences”.


Information messages are gray color.



Warning and Error messages are both red. They are distinguished by their content.
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Information

Warning

Error

2.8.5

Data tooltips

Most data interface elements in PCSuite display a tooltip when the mouse hovers over the item.
The tooltip usually provides information about the underlying controller keyword, its range, and a
brief description. For example:

You can use the keyword information to:


Find a detailed description of the keyword in the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.



Directly access the keyword from the terminal tool.



Obtain more information in the Help/DOCS tool.

2.8.6

Keyword selection

In many of the PCSuite tools, you need to select a keyword, which is typically a controller parameter.
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The keyword can be a parameter for data recording, for triggering the recording, for monitoring the
analog outputs, and so on.
The method is the same or similar for all parameters, and uses the following interface items:



Axis. Defines the axis.



Category. Filters the list of parameters that are displayed in the Keyword list. The category is All
enables you to select a parameter that is not included in any of the predefined categories.



Index. For array parameters, defines the array index.



Source. This field is updated automatically according to your selections.

2.8.7

Unsupported items

PCSuite can be used with many kinds of products and firmware versions.
The software may, however, include an interface item that is not supported by the connected
controller. In such an instance, PCSuite displays “Not Supported” for the particular interface item.

2.8.8

PCSuite file management

PCSuite creates a dedicated folder in the Documents folder on your PC. It contains data files with
run-time data, modifiable settings and parameters, data recording, identifications, and test outputs.
The following figure shows the general structure of this folder:
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Normally, you must not make any changes to this folder and its files, as it is managed automatically
by PCSuite.


RecordingOutput. This folder contains data files that were recorded by PCSuite. The name of
each file is based on date and time, which can help you locate a data recording that you might
not have saved elsewhere.



IdentificationOutput. This folder contains files with identification results (system frequency
response measurements), named according to date and time.



TesterIdent/Jitter/… These folders contain reports of the Tools/Test Sequencer tools. You can
open, save and/or print them after performing tests.

Some folders are cleaned by the software when their size becomes too large. You can define the
maximum folder size in the Manage/Preferences tool. PCSuite displays a warning before erasing
content from these folders.
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3

Commonly accessible tools

3.1 Status pane


The Status pane is included in most Tune and Motion tool screens. It is also available as a floating
window, accessible from the Floating Tools menu.



The status data relates to the selected axis, displayed at the top left.



You can define the status update rate in the Manage/Preferences tool.

The top section of the pane shows Actual position, position error, velocity, motor current,
temperatures.
The middle section of the pane displays, in various colors:


Status of the axis: disabled (Motor Off) or enabled (Motor On).



Operational mode (position control, velocity control).



The last fault that caused axis disabling.



Motion status, with details about the motion phase when relevant (acceleration, deceleration,
stopping).



The reason the last motion ended.

The bottom section of the pane contains status categories, such as Critical, Warnings, Limits. The
specific statuses of a category are displayed above the category titles.


Click a status category title to navigate to it.



A category title is highlighted when at least one status LED icon is lit. The figure above indicates a
Warning related to the Error Log.

Hover the mouse over a status item for a tooltip about the parameter that controls the particular
status display. For details about parameters, refer to the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.
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3.2 Data Recording and Viewing tool
The Data Recording and Viewing tool is a graphic viewer pane that is embedded in most of the
PCSuite tool screens. It is also accessible from the Floating Tools menu. It is one of the most
frequently used tools in PCSuite.
Each graphic viewer pane displays data according to the tool in use.
The graphic viewer pane has five tabs: General/Trigger, Charts Setup, Graphs, Analysis, Manage.
The graphic viewer pane also has buttons to control the data recording process.
Note
It is strongly recommended that you master the use of the Data Recording and Viewing
pane. It will significantly improve the results you achieve with PCSuite.
The general workflow for data recording is as follows:
1. Configure the duration and trigger. Optional: use built-in suggestions.
2. Configure the recording parameters. Optional: use built-in suggestions.
3. Perform the recording.
4. Analyze the results.

3.2.1

General, Trigger tab

The General, Trigger tab configures the data recording duration, gap, and trigger. It also includes
built-in suggestions, templates, and save and load capabilities.
Use this tab to read recorded data from the connected controller. Read from Controller loads and
displays the recorded data, overwriting the currently displayed data.
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Duration. The overall recording length is defined in seconds.



Gap. The gap between two consecutive recorded points is defined in milliseconds. The smaller
value is equal to the controller sampling time, generally 0.061 ms.



Trigger. The trigger sets the condition for starting the recording.
The trigger can be any one of the controller parameters, defined in the Source field.
Various types of trigger conditions can be set, using the Trigger selection list:
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Mask. A value that is AND’ed (bitwise) with the trigger variable before the trigger condition is
checked. It is a (less common) way to perform triggering on specific bits.



Value. Defines the level of the trigger threshold.



Position. Defines the location of the trigger event (as a percentage) within the entire recording
time. This enables you to record and view pre-trigger data.



Suggestion list. A collection of predefined triggers:



Built-in Suggestions… Enables you to automatically set recording parameters. You can select up
to four charts.

Triggering is an important feature of the data recording. When triggers are configured correctly,
relevant data can be captured easily.
Consider using the following parameters as triggers:


MotionStat. Trigger based on start/end of motion, or a given segment of motion.



PDPos. Trigger as a function of the number of incoming pulses in pulse/direction mode.



PDVel. Trigger as a function of the speed to these pulses.



ConFilt. Trigger when a fault or a specific fault happens.



InTarget, MotionReason, ScheduleSet and many other status variables.
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3.2.2

Charts Setup tab

The Charts Setup tab configures the controller parameters to record, number of charts, and various
chart and display options.



The top section of this tab serves to add/remove/update any recording parameter in any of the
charts. When adding, select the chart to add to: 1 to 6.



Use the checkboxes to enable/disable recording each parameter, or entire charts.



Specify Offset or Factor for every parameter (defaults are 0 and 1, respectively). This setting can
be changed (in the Manage tab) after the recording is complete.



Select Measurements to automatically show measurements in the recorded chart. This setting
can be changed (in the Manage tab) after the recording is complete.



Right-click the Axis name to display a context menu:
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Right-click the Parameter name to display a context menu:



Use the Built-in Suggestions from the General tab to automatically set the charts.

Agito controllers and recordings


The maximum number of points for Agito controllers is typically 16500.



The sampling (rate) frequency is typically 16384 [Hz].



The maximum number of variables to record is typically 8.



The actual values for a given controller firmware version can be found through the Info link on
the PCSuite frame. For example:
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If the overall number of points resulting from the recording time, rate, and number of
parameters, exceeds the maximum number of points, an error message is displayed when you
attempt to start recording.



For array parameters, you must also enter the index of the array element that will be recorded.

3.2.3

Graphs tab

Use the Graphs tab to view and manage the recorded data and the chart properties.
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The chart provides many functionalities. Use the mouse buttons and scroll wheel for zooming,
panning, and right-click context menu.
Chart properties can be accessed through the context menu:
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By default, the X axis is the recording time. However, you can use any vector in the graphic file as
the X axis; for example, to display the motor’s current as a function of its position.



The name of the chart and many other chart properties can be edited.



Click Apply and Show Graphs to save changes and return to the graphic view of the chart.



You can set and remove Offset, Factor, and Measurements in the Properties pane.

The following figure shows the context menu options:
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The menu includes various options for zooming, cursors, riders, and other manipulations.


Connected X. If selected, and there is more than one chart in the graphic view, then when
zooming or panning in one pane, all other panes follow this zoom action and always keep exactly
the same X range as this chart. This assumes they share the same X axis vector.
This option is an excellent way to zoom in on interesting areas in few charts in parallel.



Panning. Click and hold middle button (scroll wheel) of the mouse, to pan the graph in any
direction.



Zoom. Use the mouse scroll wheel to zoom the chart in and out.
Click and hold the left mouse button and drag to select an area to zoom into. When you release
the left button, the zoomed area fills the graphic view.



Measurement. When selected, you can click and drag the mouse, and perform measurements,
without zooming.



Show Markers. When selected, markers remain in place even if the chart is zoomed. Markers can
be used to accurately measure the distance between two events. To bring the markers back into
view, select Reset Markers Location.



Always check the chart’s status line for information. It includes the mouse location, the location
of the main cursor (if activated), the distance between the markers, and more.
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The legend box shows the name and the color of each displayed vector of data. When vertical
markers are activated, it shows the value of the vector at the location of the main marker.



Riders (connected or independent) can also be activated and can be dragged by the mouse.



Every plot line can be hidden from the chart.



The Analyze menu provides quick access to various data analysis tools, such as FFT and Derivative.

3.2.4

Analysis tab

The Analysis tab enables you to perform analyses on the data in the graphic file.

PCSuite provides different types of analysis:


Analysis that creates a new vector of data into the graphic file; for example, add two existing
vectors, multiply an existing vector by a constant.



Analysis that analyzes an existing vector and provides numerical results. For example, estimated
bandwidth, average, minimum, RMS.

If a new vector is created, you need to define its name. Once created, it is available for display and
additional analysis exactly like any other vector of data.
For additional analysis options, refer to Measurements in the Charts Setup tab, and in the Properties
pane, accessed from the Charts tab context menu.
It is beyond the scope of this document to describe the various types of analysis.
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3.2.5

Manage tab

Use the Manage tab to open and save *.agf (Agito graphic file) files, apply a reference file, modify the
charts, and view general information about the recorded data.



Open a previously saved graphic file. An *.agf file holds both the raw data and the properties of
the graphic view (such as number of charts, location, content, titles, colors, zoom).



Save the current graphic view to the file.



Save As to another file name.



Save As and Upload Parameters. Saves the graphic file to a user specified file name, creates a
*.par file with the same name, and saves all the controller parameters within this file. This
process takes some time but provides an excellent method to save the set of parameters and the
results response.



Charts can be added or removed, and organized horizontally, vertically or in a matrix
(recommended).



When data recording is executed and the recorded data is uploaded from the controller, it
includes both the raw recorded data and information about the recording process.



The recording process information, and information created by PCSuite, and the raw data are all
saved in the recorded data file.
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Most of the information is read-only and cannot be modified. However, some additional
information is added to the recording information, such as Username, Client name, and
comments about this specific recording. You can edit this information; it is saved together with
the data in the graphic file.



The Excel environment can be easily used for any analysis. To export the raw data of a graphic file
to an Excel file, use the Manage tab. Select Save As, and select the .xls file format.

3.2.6

Data recording controls

The data recording controls are located at the bottom of the graphic viewer pane.
When data recording is in progress, a progress bar with status text is displayed:



Start Rec. & Show Graph (F5). Executes Apply All for the General tab and the Trigger tab, and
sends a message to start recording. During the recording, the RecStat (recording status)
parameter is monitored and a progress bar with status text is displayed.
Once recording is completed, the data is uploaded and displayed. All the recorded data is
displayed in a single chart, using the default chart properties and colors. If a template file is
selected, the graphic properties from the template file are applied to the chart.



Force Trigger. Manually forces a trigger event. This is useful if the trigger is not properly
configured.



Start. Performs Apply All and start recording (does not wait for recording to stop and does not
upload the data for graphic display).



Upload. Uploads the recently recorded data and displays the chart.



Stop. Stops recording in the middle of recording process.



Auto Recording. When selected, PCSuite automatically starts a new data recording after a given
data recording is completed and the data is displayed.
You can define the time between two consecutive automatic data recordings in
Manage/Preferences.



Freeze Axes. When selected, PCSuite does not redraw the chart(s) axes. Instead, it displays the
newly recorded data within the currently displayed chart.



Preview mode. Easily view all the recordings in the RecordingOutput directory.

If a data recording uses a trigger, you can perform repeated recordings (manually or automatically)
and zoom the display to an area of interest.

3.2.7

Data recording files

Whenever a data recording is executed and the recorded data is successfully uploaded to the PC, it is
saved in a file.
The following figure shows where these files are located.
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The file name is based on the time of creation. Auto indicates an automatic data recording.
In Auto Recording, only one file is created. It contains the last recording; data is overwritten by any
new recording. If you want to save data in a different file, use Save As in the Manage tab.

3.3 Floating Tools


Many of the floating panes duplicate PCSuite tool screens and panes to improve ease of use.



Some tools can be used only as floating tools, such as Terminal, Watch Statuses, and Remote
Support.



All floating tools are accessed from the Floating Tools menu. Some of the tools have keyboard
shortcuts.



All the tools have a stay-on-top checkbox, and their position is remembered between PCSuite
sessions. Some of the tools have an independent Axis selection mechanism.



The following figure shows the complete list of tools and shortcuts:
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Graphic Statuses. Provides a simple interface for visualizing a controller data parameter in real
time.



Watch Statuses. Enables compilation of a list of controller parameters to be constantly queried
from the controller while displaying their actual values.



User Program. Can be used to control the run of an already downloaded user program. For
details, refer to the section “Program/IDE+”.



Slow Data Logger. A full-fledged tool for logging large amounts of controller data over a
prolonged period of time. Refer to the section “Slow Data Logger”.



Algorithms Statuses. Opens a window listing all special DSP algorithms and their current state
(enabled/disabled), and the relevant PCSuite tool.



Manage Floating. Provides convenient shortcuts for opening/closing all the floating tools.
Cascade Home is helpful if a floating tool cannot be seen on a cluttered desktop, or a multimonitor system.



Show Enabled Panels. Refer to the section “Tools/User Panels”.

3.3.1

Terminal

The Terminal pane can be accessed from the Floating Tools menu, or using Alt-Shift-T.
Terminal can be set to stay-on-top for easy use alongside PCSuite.
The Terminal tool is used to communicate directly with the connected controller, a method
experienced users may prefer. In addition, it provides access to functionality that may be not
supported by PCSuite tools, such as 1/T velocity feedback.
How to use the terminal:


The terminal can be used only when the communication is connected. Otherwise, it is disabled.



Type a message in the terminal and press Enter. The message is sent, and the controller response
is displayed:
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Within the terminal, the Agito RS232 communication language is used. In a CAN bus or Ethernet
connection, PCSuite translates message and responses into a CAN bus representation.



When typing in the terminal, use the left, right, end, home, delete and backspace keys to move
and modify line content.



Use the up and down keys to scroll through messages.



Use Enter to send the currently displayed message.



Use Esc to erase the entire line.



Type the initial characters of a message, and use Ctrl+Up Arrow to search in the terminal history
buffer for a message that starts with the same initial characters.



Type the initial characters of a given keyword and press Tab repeatedly. PCSuite suggests
available keywords that start with these characters.



Use ? instead of specifying the axis. PCSuite interprets “?” as the currently selected axis.



Use Ctrl+? after a keyword to display information about the parameter.



Right-click the terminal to display the context menu:
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The context menu includes useful features and keyboard shortcuts. For example:


Ctrl + L displays the controller error log:



Ctrl+S displays a list of available user shortcuts (Ctrl+key) that can be used in the terminal
User shortcuts for the terminal can be defined in Manage/Shortcuts tool

Extended language
 You can use an extended language in the terminal.


The extended language is processed by PCSuite. The controller does not recognize it.



Use * instead of the axis letter, to repeat the message for all the controller axes.



Use * within an array index to refer to all indexes:



Use * at the end of a partial parameter name to query all partially matching parameters:
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Use [1-5], or [2-8,9,11] to refer to specific indexes of the array.



The extended language is valid for commands, parameter assignment, and parameter inquiry.

3.3.2

Slow Data Logger



The Slow Data Logger is accessible as a floating window. It can also be activated as a stand-alone
application, from the PCSuite installation directory: PCSuiteSlowLogger.exe



The logger has two tabs: Configuration and Log and Show.



In the Configuration tab, configure your selected parameters and the logging gap.



The configuration data can be saved and loaded to custom user files.



In the Log and Show tab, click Clear Logged Data and Restart Logging to start logging.
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The logging gap can be modified during logging.



The logged data can be saved as an .agf file (PCSuite graphics format) or as a .csv file.
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4.1 About the Configuration toolset
The Configuration toolset is used to configure the controller for a specific motor and application.
It is extremely important to properly set the values of all parameters before starting to use the
controller for a given motor and/or application.

4.2 General guidelines for using the Configuration toolset
The various tools in this set are similar to each other.
Note
Parameters are defined per-axis. Make sure the axis you want to configure is indeed
selected.
The Configuration toolset is organized as a process. Start at the beginning (the leftmost tool:
Config/Basic Configuration), and step through all the configuration screens.
In general, each tool screen contains a set of entries that must be set according to your specific
motor and application.
In addition, each tool screen includes the following set of buttons:


Refresh All and Apply All



Prev, Next, Apply and Next

Before moving to the next screen, apply your changes by clicking Apply All or Apply and Next.
It is recommended that you save to flash to prevent losing your changes. Click Save to Flash in the
Quick Commands menu, or use the shortcut Alt+S.
Every screen element has a tooltip that provides the related keyword and a short explanation. For a
detailed description of a keyword, refer to the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.
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4.3 Config/Central-i Configuration

The Config/Central-i tool is used for configuring, connecting, and monitoring Central-i remote units.
It is available only when connected to a Central-i product.

4.4 Config/Basic Configuration

The Config/Basic tool enables setup of the controller operation mode, amplifier, brakes,
regeneration, and other functionalities.

4.5 Config/Motor

The Config/Motor tools enables general setup of the type of motor and related parameters.

4.6 Config/Feedback

The Config/Feedback tool serves to configure motor feedback (main and auxiliary), Pulse/Direction
input, current feedback, and Hall Effects feedback.
The specific available controls depend on the selected feedback type. Use your motor’s feedback
data sheet to set the information.
After you set the basic information, use the terminal to check the value of Pos, AuxPos and PD Pos, or
use the Motion/PTP tool to see the position reading. Make sure the reading is logical. For example,
for a rotary motor, turn the motor by hand an entire revolution, and check that the reading advanced
as you expect.
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Return to the Feedback tool if you need a more advanced configuration:


Modulus Range. Modulus is required for axes that moves infinitely to one direction. It is the
highest position reading allowed for this axis. When the position reading exceeds this number, it
returns to 0.
This number is in user units and not encoder counts. It is the same if User Units = 65536, which
actually means: 1 [user-unit/count].



Emulation Divider. If encoder emulation is needed, this is the divider between the incoming
encoder pulses and the emulated encoder.



User units factor. This number is the ratio between encoder counts and reported position units;
for example, to convert to mm. The ratio should be multiplied by 65536 to allow more resolution.
A value of 65536 means 1.0. A value of 32768 mans a ratio of 0.5, and so on.

For details, refer to the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.

4.7 Config/Position and Velocity Protections

The Config/Position tool is used to set the levels and/or modes of user-defined Position and Velocity
protections.
Some protections are implemented in hardware or hard-coded and cannot be changed.

4.8 Config/Power and Current Protections

The Config/Power tool is used to set the levels and/or modes of user set Power and Current
protections.
Some protections are implemented in hardware or hard-coded and cannot be changed.

4.9 Config/Digital I/Os

The Config/Digital (discrete) I/Os tool is used to define digital I/O functions and read I/O status.
The tool has two tabs: Discrete Inputs and Discrete Outputs.
PCSuite reads I/O data from the connected controller, and reflects the actual number and state of
the controller I/Os.
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4.9.1

Digital (discrete) Inputs tab

The Inputs tab displays the value of the parameter DInPort and other status information for all digital
inputs.

Logic and functionality can be configured for each digital input:


Inputs. A LED icon is displayed for each digital input, indicating its current state (active or nonactive).



Logic. The software logic of each input can be controlled. You can decide if a given input level is
considered active, or non-active.
Click the LED icon to define inverted logic.
Once you select (or clear) a checkbox, it is colored blue. It remains blue (modified) until it is
written to the controller (Apply All or Enter).



Mode. Each input can be assigned a dedicated functionality. Regardless of mode, the parameter
DInPort always reflects the status of the input.
From the list, select the input mode for your application.
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Axis. The input mode can be applied to a specific axis or to all axes.

You can also define the filter that is applied to the digital inputs. Refer to DInFilt in the Agito
Keywords Reference Manual.

4.9.2

Digital (discrete) Outputs tab

The Outputs tab is similar to the Inputs tab, with several differences.



Outputs. The LED icon displayed for each output input can be clicked to control its level
(active/non-active).



Refresh Outputs. This button is used to read the current value of parameter DOutPort from the
controller and update the output LED icons.



There are no filter definitions for outputs.



Outputs can be sorted by type or by index.



User PWM parameters can be modified.

Additional tab elements:


Selector. Sets the specific functionality of the output pin for FPGA hardware control of the output.
If set to 0-Software, functionality is defined by the software (Mode setting).



Sink/Source. Some Agito controllers include digital outputs that can be configured as either sink
output or source output (NPN or PNP, respectively).
PCSuite does not display the Sink/Source option for products that do not support programmable
configuration.

4.10 Config/Analog I/Os

The Config/Analog I/Os tool is used to define analog I/O properties and read I/O status.
The tool has two tabs: Analog Inputs and Analog Outputs
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PCSuite reads I/O data from the connected controller, and reflects the actual number and state of
the controller I/Os.

4.10.1 Analog Inputs pane
The number of analog inputs varies according to the specific product. PCSuite detects the number
and displays the actual number of analog inputs in the connected controller.
The analog input properties (filter, offset, dead band, and gain) can be edited. The analog input
reading is continuously displayed as a status.
You can define whether the inputs are located internally on-board, or on an extension board.

4.10.2 Analog Outputs pane


Select the number of the output you want to configure.



Select either Direct Command or Monitoring.

To use the analog output as a monitor signal, select any parameter. For details on selecting a
parameter keywork, refer to section “Keyword selection”.
The following figure shows the velocity filtered feedback (Vel[1]) was selected to be monitored at
analog output #1.

The selected parameter may have a range which is larger or smaller than the range of the analog
output. Use the Scaling option to optimally scale the monitored signal into the analog output range.
The monitored signal is multiplied by 2 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖[1] before it is written to the digital output.
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4.11 Config/Communication

Use the Config/Communication tool to change the communication properties of the controller itself.
Save the changes to flash so that they will apply the next time the controller is power cycled.
Note
Do not confuse this tool with the Manage/Connections tool, which configures the
communication channel properties used by the PC.
To reconnect to the controller after changing the controller communication settings, you
must modify the connection settings in the Manage/Connections tool accordingly.
Refer also to the section “Connecting to a controller”.

4.12 Config/Additional Configuration

The Config/More tool screen provides additional configurations and special control features, such as
Dual Loop, P/D encoder, and Hall sensors.
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Tuning

5.1 About the Tuning toolset

The Tuning toolset is used to tune the various control filter parameters for the connected motor and
application requirements.

Before starting the tuning process, you must first complete the setup of all configuration parameters
in the Configuration toolset.
Before starting to use the controller for your application, it is strongly recommended that you tune
the values of all the relevant control parameters in this toolset. Proper tuning is essential for correct
operation of the application.

5.2 General guidelines for using the Tuning toolset


It is recommended to begin with the tuning of Current, Phasing (if applicable), and PIV.



Other tools are only required for specific applications.



Be sure to use Save To Flash once you are satisfied with your tuning results, and during the
process. Also use Parameters Upload to keep a copy in a PC file.



Use Kill All at any time to disable all axes. Be aware that this button is not a safety protection.



Most Tuning tool screens have a similar layout: A status pane, a data recording and viewing pane,
and a dedicated pane organized in tabs for the specific tool. For details, refer to the sections
“Status Pane” and “Data Recording and Viewing”.



Use Next and Prev to move between Tuning tool screens.



All tool operations are performed for the currently selected axis. The status pane shows data for
this axis. Tuned parameters are read and written to this axis. The only exception is data recording,
in which you can access parameters of any axis.



Some parameters or algorithms cannot be modified while the axis is enabled or in motion.
Attempting to change them in such instances results in a detailed error message. When this
occurs, stop the motion and/or disable the axis, and then change the parameter value.
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5.3 Tune/Current

The Tune/Current tool is used to tune the control parameters of the current control loop.
The tool has the following tabs.


Current Tuning. Use this tab to tune the relevant control parameters.



Step Command. Use this tab to define which command (reference) is applied to the control loop
during the tuning process.



Current Open Loop. Use this tab for a current loop without position or velocity control.

5.3.1

Tuning Process

The Tune/Current tool provides a mechanism to make the tuning process much easier.
For closed loop current tuning, do the following:
1. Use the Step Command tab to define the command to the currently tuned control loop. It can be
a sinusoidal or a repeated step command (square wave).
2. Select the data recording checkboxes to enable the built-in data recording setup.
3. Use Apply Current Command to start the tuning test:
PCSuite sends the required messages to the controller to execute the following:


Enable the axis.



Inject the requested command as the command for the relevant control loop.



Define the data recording parameters according to the Display tab definitions.



Enable the Auto Recording in the embedded data recording tool.



Start data recording.

The result is a motor that moves according to the defined command, and graphs are continuously
displayed showing the variables Current Reference and Motor in the relevant time scale.
The following figure shows an example of the current tuning process:
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The current command and the recording and trigger setup have been set automatically to
provide data recording and display properties that are optimal for viewing the control loop
performance and performing tuning.



Use Disable Current Command at any time to stop the test. The injection of command to the
loop will stop. This is the recommended method for stopping a tuning process, as it closes all
automated processes (such as data recording) involved in this process in PCSuite.



Use Motor Off or Kill All at any time to disable the axis (and stop the test).



During the tuning process, especially during the initial tuning, faults can occur in the controller,
which disables the axis. This is clearly reflected in the status pane.



When the motor is moving in the current control loop, position and velocity deviations will occur.
To set the maximum deviation value, use the Config/Position and Velocity tool, or the
Config/Power and Current Protection tool, or the terminal.



Use Save to Flash to make your definitions permanent in the controller.

5.3.2

Tune/Current – Current Tuning tab

The Current Tuning tab contains the PI parameters.
The tab also includes a tool for calculating the current PI control parameters based on the motor and
the DC bus parameters for a given closed loop bandwidth and damping. Values must be greater than
0 and less than 1.
Click Calculate PI. PCSuite performs the calculation and suggests the calculated gain and integral
parameters in the lower section of the tab.
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5.3.3

Tune/Current – Current Open Loop tab

The Current Open Loop tab is used to test motion in the current loop without position or velocity
control. This mode verifies motion direction in current mode only. It enables you to apply a given
current for a defined time and to monitor the velocity and position.
For correct operation in a balanced mechanical system:


Positive current command must generate motion in a positive direction.



Negative current command must generate motion in a negative direction.



The amount of motion in a positive direction must be more or less equal to the amount of motion
in negative direction.



Current amplitude. Defines that amount of current to the motor. It is recommended start with a
value of 10–20% of motor continuous current.



Current duration. Defines the time current is applied to motor. It is recommended to use a value
of 100–200 ms to prevent the motor from hitting a hard stop.



Maximum allowed position and velocity errors. The maximum following error. The setting
depends on the amount of motion.

To test motion in the current loop:
1. Define current amplitude and duration.
2. Click Apply open loop current command.
The controller will apply current command and record the motion.
The current command direction and velocity direction should be the same. If they are not, you can
use the commands CurrDir and Encdir to invert the encoder counting direction or the current
command direction.
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5.4 Tune/Auto-Phasing

The Tune/Auto-Phasing tool is used to set up the phasing process parameters. The phasing process
parameters defines how the controller locates the zero of the electrical phases of the motor upon
power on, and how it calculates the commutation signals during the motion.

For a description of the supported types of commutation and the relevant parameters, refer to
ComtMode in the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.
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5.4.1

Auto-Phasing Tuning tab

The Auto-Phasing Tuning tab is used for setting the auto-phasing mode and its parameters, and
displaying the phasing status.




Auto-Phasing mode:


Mode 0. Automatic on power up. The auto-phasing process will be executed on controller
power up, including MotorOn=1 and motion if needed.



Mode 1. Only upon manual request. The auto- phasing will be executed only upon user
command.



Mode 2. Automatic upon MotorOn=1. The auto-phasing will be executed automatically on
MotorOn=1 when needed.



Mode 3. Automatic upon power on and MotorOn=1 . The auto-phasing will be executed
automatically on first MotorOn=1 after power up.

Auto-Phasing method:


0 – Jump to zero. The motor will move from its present location to the electrical zero angle.
This method involve a movement of up to 1 motor revolution or magnetic pitch for linear
motors. Other related parameters:
Auto-phasing step time. Length of time to apply phase voltage. Typically 300–500 ms is a
sufficient duration.
Step voltage. Amount of voltage to apply. For low bus voltages (12–48V), typical values are in
the range 15–30%. For high voltage bus (240 VAC), typical values are 2–5%.
Auto phasing accuracy. Defines the required accuracy for the phasing process. Typical values
are in the range 10–25%.



1 – Absolute encoder with predefined offset. In this mode auto-phasing uses an absolute
encoder reading to set the commutation angle. The user needs to set the position of the
absolute encoder at zero position. If it is unknown, use the Jump to Zero mode for the first
time to find commutation angle, then bring the motor to ComtAngle=0, and read the POS
value, that is the required offset.



4 – Encoder with Hall sensors. In this mode auto-phasing use the Hall sensors reading to set
the commutation angle. Make sure to connect the Hall sensors and set the proper INMODE.
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Note: Hall A must correspond to motor phase A, Hall B must correspond to motor phase B,
and Hall C must correspond to motor phase C.
Use the Learn process to find the electrical angle of the Hall sensors. Enable the option
Perform learn process, and click Perform Learn and Auto-Phasing.



5 – Minimal motion. In this method the motor will only perform a very small movement and
detect the electrical angle in its present location.
Click Perform Auto-Phasing to start the phasing process. This process is automatically
executed following power on or reset. However, you can use this button to repeat execution

5.4.2

Fine Adjust Halls tab

The Fine Adjust Halls tab is used to find the actual commutation angle at 6 Hall sensors switch
combinations. By default, commutation angles at Hall sensor positions are set to 60, 120, 180, 240,
300, and 360 degrees. However, in some setups, the Hall sensors wiring might not correspond to the
motor phases wiring, or the Hall sensors might be inaccurately installed in the motor and have
offsets.
The Halls Adjustment procedure is supported in Agito products to adjust the Hall sensors hardware
switching to the actual commutation angle.



Start position. The position for starting the Hall sensors adjustment.



Motion speed. Motor speed for the alignment process.



Electrical cycles to move. Number of electrical cycles for validation of the Hall sensors positions.



Time to make this motion. Time to go back to the original position after the Hall sensors are
adjusted.
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To perform the Fine Adjustment:
1. In the Auto-Phasing Tuning tab perform auto-phasing using the Jump to Zero method.
2. In the Fine Adjust Halls tab, click Perform Halls adjustment process.
The controller will move the motor according to the definitions and write values to the table.
3. Click Apply Adjusted Results to download the displayed values to controller.
4. It is recommended to save to flash.

5.4.3

Directions tab

The Direction tab is used to define the direction of the motor current command and the direction of
the encoder.

5.4.4

Motor Learn tab

The Motor Learn tab performs a procedure that detects and sets motor parameters: the number of
pole pairs and the motor encoder resolution. This allow to validate the motor and encoder
parameters are set correctly.

Motor Learn can be performed in either of two modes:


Automatic. The motor moves a few electrical cycles and verifies parameters.



Manual. The motor moves to Zero commutation angle and allows the user to manually check the
number of poles and resolution.
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5.5 Tune/PIV Control

The Tune/PIV Control tool is used to tune the position and velocity control parameters in the time
domain.
For more information on tuning control parameters, see the video PID and PIV Controllers –
Frequency Domain Tuning.

Agito control architecture

PIV transfer function:
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 ∶

5.5.1

𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ∗

(𝑠𝑠 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) ∗ (𝑠𝑠 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉)
𝑠𝑠

PIV Tuning tab

Use the PIV Tuning tab to modify PIV and FFW parameters.
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Position:


Gain. Sets the position loop gain.



Accel. FFW. The acceleration feedforward enables the injection of a current command that is
proportional to the second derivative of the position reference.



Vel. FFW. The velocity feedforward enables the injection of a current command that is
proportional to the first derivative of the position reference.

When properly set, VelFFW and AccFFW may improve control loop tracking by minimizing
position error and overshoot.


Velocity:


PI, gain. Sets the velocity loop gain.



PI, integral. Sets the velocity loop integral gain.



Use PID. It is possible, but not recommended, to change the PIV parameters to PID by enabling
the Use PID option. For details, click the info button ?.



Vel. track factor. The PIV architecture has a built-in velocity feedforward aside from VelFFW.
Changing this value to any value below 100% will result in a constant tracking error as a function
of the velocity.



Vel. FFW filter. A low pass filter that is applied on both velocity feedforward parameters.



Click Apply Pos/Vel command to start motion. For details, refer to the section “Step Command
for PIV Tuning tab”.

5.5.2

Position Filters tab

As shown in the control architecture diagram, the position command first passes through a filter.
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Possible types of position filters:











None
1st order low pass filter
2nd order low pass filter
3rd order low pass filter
1st order lead lag filter
2nd order lead lag filter
1st order lead lag filter type 2
2nd order lead lag filter type 2
Notch
Complex lead lag

Each filter type has different parameter requirements.

5.5.3

Velocity Filters tab

As shown in the control architecture diagram, the velocity loop output passes through a filter or
multiple filters.
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The Velocity filters are the same as the Position filters shown in the preceding section.
Up to 4 filters can be selected.
To view the bode graph of a filter, click the Bode button whose number corresponds to the filter.

5.5.4

Scheduling tab

Use the Scheduling tab to configure gain scheduling.

Each scheduling mode has a different set of parameters.
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Possible types of scheduling modes:

After selecting a mode, click About this Scheduling Mode to view a detailed explanation about the
selected scheduling mode and its required parameters.



Manual/DInput. When selected, this mode offers 5 optional scheduling sets:
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To select a scheduling set for use, use ScheduleSet. For example: AScheduleSet = 5. Thus, in axis
A, schedule set #5 will be used.
Alternately, you can set one of the digital inputs to Change control filter set. Setting that input to
low will result in using the first scheduling set, while setting it to 1 will result in using the second
set.



2–Optimal settling by time.
In this mode, scheduling set 1 will be used when in motion according to the keyword
InTargetStat, which takes into account InTargetTime and InTargetTol.
Scheduling set 2 will be used for the specified amount of time (31 [ms] in the example shown
here) after reaching the settling envelope.
Then scheduling set 3 will be used, until a motion is initiated again.
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3–Optimal settling by in-target.
In this mode, scheduling set 1 is used when in motion according to the keyword InTargetStat.
Once inside the settling envelope, scheduling set 2 is used, until conditions cause InTargetStat to
change to “Target reached”.
Then scheduling set 3 will be used, until a motion is initiated again..



4–By velocity range.
The first scheduling set is used when Vel[1] is below threshold #1.
Scheduling set 2 is used when Vel[1] is below threshold #2 and above threshold #1.
And so forth.
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5–By position range.
This is the same as velocity range, but determined by Pos instead of Vel[1].



6–For quiet standing.
Scheduling set 2 is used while InTargetStat is “In Motion”.
When InTargetStat is no longer “In Motion”, and following the specified time, the scheduling set
changes to 1.
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7–By Pulse/Direction pulses.
Scheduling set 1 is used after the specified time when no pulses are received. Scheduling set 2 is
used all other times.
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8–By temperature range.
Temperature range is the same as velocity range, but with temperatures; compares to
MotorTemp instead of Vel[1]).



9–By velocity range – interpolated.
The scheduling sets are linearly interpolated between the specified velocities (Vel[1]).
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10–By position range – interpolated.
Position range – interpolated is the same velocity range – interpolated; compares to Pos instead
of Vel[1].



11–CNCA corner gain scheduling.
Scheduling set 1 is used when idle and in idle segments (no motion).
Scheduling set 2 is used during linear motion segments.
Scheduling set 3 is used during all other motion segments (ideal for corners).
Scheduling set 4 is used for the specified time after the third set scenario.
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5.5.5

Point to Point tab

This tab is identical to the PTP tab in the Motion/Point to Point tool screen. For descriptions and
details, refer to the section “Motion/Point to Point”.

5.5.6

Step Command for PIV Tuning tab

This tab is used to inject different waveforms as position or velocity references.

Clear the option Use predefined command to see the possible command types:


0–No injection.



1–Sinusoidal direct. Injects a sinusoidal signal, and ignores any other commands.



2–Sinusoidal additive. Adds a sinusoidal signal to the relevant existing command.



3–Square wave direct. Injects a square wave, and ignores any other commands.



4–Square wave additive. Adds a square wave to the relevant existing command.



5–Do not use.
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6–PRBS direct injection. Injects a PRBS (pseudo random binary sequence) waveform, and ignores
any other commands.
For certain motion profile commands, PosRef is calculated.
When direct injection is used with a position command, the calculated PosRef is discarded and
only the injected waveform remains. Command = Injected value
If an additive injection is used with a position command, the injected waveform is added to the
calculated command. Command = Reference command + Injected value.



Apply Pos command means the command is PosRef.



Apply Vel command means the command is VelRef.



Perform auto data recording. When selected, recording will start automatically repeatedly when
applying a command.



Use predefined data recording setting. When selected, a predetermined set of variables will be
recorded. When cleared, you can customize the plots.

5.6 Tune/Identification

The Tune/Identification tool is used to measure the frequency response of the system, This process is
also referred to as Identification. It is designed for experienced motion control engineers.
The following identification modes are supported:


Noise Injection



Basic Sinusoidal injection (same as Expert, but uses predefined default parameters)



Expert Sinusoidal injection

PCSuite sinusoidal injection can measure the frequency response of the system between CurrRef
(Current Reference) and Pos (the feedback position).
The complete identification setup can be saved into a setup file. Once such a file is created, the
process can be simply and easily repeated.
In all modes, the following controls are available:


Transfer function to selection. Default is the position of this axis.



Peak Current. Status, updated from the controller in real time.



Progress (for Sinusoidal injections) and warnings (saturations) statuses.



Load Defaults setup. Overwrites currently displayed settings.



The results of the identification process can be saved to a new file. Alternately, results can be
appended to an existing file. This creates a collection of system responses, measured at different
conditions or positions for example.



Begin/Pause/Stop buttons. Sinusoidal mode can be paused and continued at any time.
Processing of the current frequency will end before pausing.
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Save As Plant File



Go to Auto Tune. Opens the plant file in the Tune/Design tool.



Manage tab. Used for loading and saving existing plant files and viewing the available plants
within a file.

After the process is complete, the frequency response graph (plant) is displayed.

5.6.1

Noise injection

Noise injection mode is the easiest and fastest method for identification, but is less accurate. It may
produce unreliable results when used with certain systems or motors.



Set the current, motion and frequency ranges



Set the safety limits



Start the identification process

5.6.2

Basic sinusoidal injection

The sinusoidal injection method of identification uses default frequency gaps and automations.
Set the currents, frequency range and limits, and start the identification process.
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5.6.3

Expert sinusoidal injection

The expert sinusoidal injection method of identification is designed to provide the most flexibility and
fine-tuning in the identification process. It is intended for use only by motion control engineers.
This pane has four setup tabs and a management tab.
Identification tab
The identification process is executed from the Identification tab.
Once the process begins, the Begin Identification button toggles to Stop. Use Stop to abort the
process at any time. This may be required if, by mistake, the command amplitude is too high, and the
system responds aggressively.
Use the Identification tab to define various setup parameters that affect the behavior of the
identification process.
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Number of periods to analyze. The number of sinusoidal cycles to record and analyze, per
frequency. Typical value is 5-10.



Number of points per period. The number of points to record within each sinusoidal cycle.
Typical value is 25.



The middle section of the tab includes parameters for protections and limitation.



Independently of the excitation table data and on the results of the automatic amplitude
algorithm, the current command amplitude at each frequency will not exceed these limitations.



The identification process aborts if any of these protections is triggered during the identification
process.

Excitation Table tab
In the Excitation Table tab, you can define the frequencies to be used for the identification.
For each frequency, you define the amplitude to use for the current command and the time to wait
until taking the measurement (time for the system to settle).
The first line must include the lowest frequency that is required for the identification process and the
last line must include the highest frequency required. Additional lines can be added at any time.
For the other frequencies, you can define the full list of frequencies, or use the Automatic Frequency
Grid feature, which will add more and more frequencies to this table to get a smooth and reliable
frequency response.
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Use the auto-fill controls at the bottom of the tab to quickly create an initial table.
The command amplitude in this table must not be too large, and thus cause an overly aggressive
response by the system. It must also not be too small, and thus not generate motion in the axis.
One of the algorithms for Automatic Excitation Amplitude can be activated to automatically tune the
command amplitude to ensure that it is not too large or too small.
Once you have created an excitation table, save the identification setup using Save Setup And
Excitation Table. This saves the excitation table and all other identification setup parameters.
The initial excitation table may look as follows:

Auto-Identification tab
The Automatic Identification tab is used to set up and enable/disable any subset of the three
automatic algorithms that are supported by PCSuite.
The first two algorithms can be used separately or in combination to automatically control the
current command amplitude so that the output (position) oscillations remain within the required
amplitude (in [counts]).
The third algorithm is extremely useful. It is designed to add frequencies to the excitation table, so
that the difference between the gains (or the phase) in two consecutive frequencies will not exceed a
specified value.
Be sure to save your setup file after making changes to the setup in each tab, or after an
identification with automatic algorithms is enabled since it modifies and adds entries to the
excitation table.
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Example of using the automatic algorithms
The following is an example of a highly flexible system under testing.
The following figure shows the initial excitation table and the resulting frequency response:
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The chart shows there is not enough resolution in the frequency response. The initial values of
frequencies were defined without any specific information about the system, except that it should
start at a low frequency, as the system oscillations frequencies are not high.
The process is repeated, but with the following automation setup:

This results in the following: Test execute 6 cycles (1 is the original and 5 are the from automatic
frequency grid). In each cycle (2-6), checks the previous cycle for a difference greater than 3 dB or
20 degrees between two consecutive points. If found, adds a frequency point between these two
points.
The following figure shows the result when using a fully automatic process (green). The screen
displays a much more detailed table, with suitable current command amplitude, and a smooth and
reliable system frequency response, clearly showing the resonance frequency.
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Model tab
The Model tab is used to create a mathematical model of the system identification using the basic
motion control theory building blocks.
The model is obtained when you click Suggest, assuming a system identification is present.

Further details about this functionality are beyond the scope of this manual.
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Manage tab
The Manage tab is used to manage the identification graphs and file.
The following figure shows an example of the Manage tab after 2 iterations of the identification
process.



Open, Save, and Save As. These buttons can be used to save the identification results file, or to
load a previously saved file.



Identification Results. The table shows the history of the identifications process. Quality is higher
when the quality value is smaller. Values of ~20% are excellent.
The quality values are not applicable to Noise Inject identification (set to 0).



Show checkboxes. Use these options to remove results from the graphs; for example, if the
quality was not good enough.



Plant Notes. You can enter any notes in this text box. They are saved in the identification file.
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5.6.4

Identification results

When the process is completed, the system frequency response graph is displayed.



You can repeat the process to create a new file, or to append the new results to the existing file
(Append results into file).



You can use the Manage tab to save the results.



The system frequency response graph consists of two charts



The upper chart shows the system gain, in dB, as a function of frequency.



The lower chart shows the system phase, in degrees, as a function of frequency.



Right-click on any of the charts. Use the graph menu to perform all the standard graphic viewer
operations (zooms, cursor, markers, riders, and so on).



Charts are automatically set to Connected X mode.



When appending new results over existing results, the charts show more than one curve. The
vectors have names: Gain_1, Gain_2, Gain_3, … and so on.



You can enable/disable Rollover Phase view mode.



You can switch to the Nichols graph view.



Use the Manage tab to save the results file to any location and name.



The results file for the identification process are automatically created and saved into a dedicated
directory. The file name is based on the date and the time of its creation.
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5.7 Tune/Design

The Tune/Design tool provides the means to semi-automatically design the control filter parameters
(VelGain, VelKi, PosGain, AccFFW) and the advanced filters (Position Filter 1, Velocity Filter 2) based
on the identification.
The design tool allows you select either a Quick display or an Expert display.

5.7.1

Auto Tune tab

Assuming there is a plausible system identification (frequency response), the Auto Tune tab enables
you to automatically calculate the position and velocity filters and the PIV control loop parameters:


PosGain



VelGain



VelKi

Where:
(𝑠𝑠 + 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)(𝑠𝑠 + 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉)
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶
= 𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 ∗
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑠𝑠
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Basic Auto Tune
In Basic Auto Tune, most parameters are set to default values. You can define:


System Bandwidth



Tuning Objective. The tuning objective determines the default parameters.

Advanced Auto Tune
In Advanced Auto Tune, instead of the Tuning Objective, you can manually set the gain and phase
margins, and define the peak closed-loop gain, which determines the damping factor/Q factor.
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After Advanced tuning is completed, you may want to optimize for a certain objective. Use the
option Requirements to improve.
Running Auto Tune with this option selected updates the design requirements, and provides a new
design which should result in improved performance.
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Expert Auto Tune
Expert Auto Tune includes the stability criteria available in Advanced Auto Tune (GM, PM, Q factor),
and gives you complete control of all the parameters that are fed into the optimization algorithm.

You can set up to 6 gain constraints on the shape of the open loop, closed loop, or input disturbance
responses, by using the options in this tab:


Use. If selected, the constraint is used.



Relative. If selected, the constraint is relative to the Actual current results.



Type. Defines which response the constraint acts upon: open loop, closed loop or input
disturbance.



Freq.[Hz]. Defines the frequency of the constraint.



> or <. Defines whether the constraint is larger or smaller than the specified value.



Gain. The specified value in dB.

After Auto Tune is run, the results are shown in the Actual column at the right.
In example shown here, the constraint is defined as higher than -3[dB] at a frequency of 45.58[Hz].
The calculated result was -2.41[dB].
The bottom section of the tab has two options:


Filters Optimization Setup. Enables you to define which parameters will be tuned.
By default, only the PIV control parameters will be tuned. However, it is possible to also tune the
position and velocity filters.
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Tuning Quality Estimation. Displays an estimation of the quality of the results.
This example shows an estimation of the stability based on the resulting PM, GM, and Q factor.
Bandwidth is very close to the required value. reached very close to the desired BW.
Closed Loop Shape results compare between an optimal closed loop shape and the resulting
shape. Click Show Details to view the graph comparison.

Show Details button



Search options:


Initial. Performs a broad search for an optimal result.



Fine. Performs a narrow search for an optimal result.



Ultra. Performs a few iterations of each method for the best all-around results. This is the
default method.



Fast/Moderate/Intensive Search. Sets the allotted time for the optimization to run.

For a detailed explanation about the Tuning Quality Estimation numbers, click Show Help.
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In general, the smaller the number, the better the results. A value of 1 indicates a perfect match
between the required response and the actual response.
A value below 1 indicates the actual response exceeded the desired response in the desired
parameter.

5.8 Tune/Agito Ultra Precision Mode
The Tune/Agito Ultra Precision Mode tool is a set of advanced control algorithms.
To use these algorithms, a system plant is required for Disturbance Rejection and Constant Velocity.
Use the General tab to load a plant file.

Click Show Plant to make sure the bode graphs are as expected.



Disturbance rejection. This algorithm is used to attenuate external disturbances. It excels at
attenuating low frequency oscillations, such as machine base ~10[Hz] oscillations. Best results are
achieved with high resolution (less than 1 µm) encoders.



Constant velocity. This algorithm is used to attenuate velocity dependent oscillations, such as
cogging or repeating mechanical disturbances.



Repeated motion. This algorithm is used to learn a specific iterated motion, and its output is the
optimal current command for minimizing the position errors.
For Repeated Motion, a system model is required. Refer to the section “Model tab”.

5.8.1

Disturbance Rejection tab

The Disturbance Rejection tab is used to set the repeating point-to-point motion trajectory that you
want to improve.
Set the acceleration, speed and range that will induce the oscillations you want to attenuate.


Move & Improve. Click to perform calculations based on the profile measurements and the
selected plant file. Make sure to save to flash.
PCSuite displays the performance with the algorithm turned on, and with the algorithm turned
off.
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Compare Performance. Click to compare the performance with the algorithm turned on and
turned off, without the calculations made using Move & Improve.

Two additional parameters are available for fine-tuning the algorithm’s performance:


Rejection level. Defines how strongly you want to attenuate the oscillations. A higher value
attenuates more aggressively.
Note that this feature may affect the system stability. Too high or low of a value may induce
instability.



Noise filtering. Determines the filter frequency of this algorithm. A lower value will filter more of
the noises.

These parameters can be tuned iteratively using the Compare Performance.

Before fine-tuning
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After fine-tuning

5.8.2

Constant Velocity tab

The Constant Velocity tab is used to define a range of motion in which the algorithm will detect
periodical disturbances.

The speed and acceleration are set automatically to assure optimal results.


Position (from/to). The required distance for the motion.



Move and Improve. Performs several motions, runs the algorithm then compares the
performance with and without this UPM mode.



Compare performance. Only compares the performance with and without this UPM mode.
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Before and After (Position error at top. Velocity error at bottom)

5.8.3

Repeated Motion tab

The Repeated Motion tab is used to minimize the errors of a motion profile which will be repeated
again and again, such as in wafer inspection applications.
The algorithm iteratively learns the motion profile and minimizes the position error with no effect on
system stability.
The number of iterations defines how many times the algorithm tries to minimize the position error.
The default value of 3 is usually sufficient.



Repeat UP Mode. You can disable or enable the Ultra Precision mode.



Post motion duration. Defines how long after settling the algorithm will continue to try and
minimize the errors.
Minimizing errors post-settling might adversely affect other levels of performance. Use this
option with care.
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Learning rate. Determines how aggressively the algorithm tries to minimize the errors. Too high
of a value might cause overshoot. Too low might require many iterations to sufficiently minimize
the position errors.
The following figure shows how position error decreases over consecutive iterations.

Before and after (top is actual position, bottom is position error)

5.9 Tune/Trajectory Shaping

The Tune/Trajectory Shaping tool provides algorithms that modify the position reference in order to
optimize the performance of the system. Typically, it is used to avoid overshoots and oscillations.
Trajectory shaping algorithms have the advantage of being outside the closed control loop, so they
have no effect on the system stability.
Trajectory shaping modifies the position command, and can eliminate or reduce only oscillations
caused by the request for motion. It has no effect on oscillations that are generated, for example, as
a result of external disturbances.
Most Agito controllers support the following Trajectory Shaping algorithms:


Input Shaping and Acc./Dec. Shaping. These algorithms are tuned by the Tune/Trajectory
Shaping tool.



Profiler Smoothing. This algorithm is controlled by the Smooth parameter that appears with all
other motion parameters in Motion screens.



Vibrations Suppression filter is Position Filter #1. It can be tuned in the Tune/PIV/Position Filters
tab. In addition, some tools enable automatic setup of this filter.
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5.9.1

Input Shaping Tuning tab

The Input Shaping algorithm modifies the position reference trajectory to cancel oscillations of the
load.
To activate this algorithm, you need to measure the following:


The frequency of the load oscillations.
Note that oscillations are not necessarily measurable by the encoder. You can reject oscillations
even if the load oscillations do not appear in the encoder, which can happen with a very flexible
and low inertia load. However, you must find a way to measure the vibration frequency.



The damping of this oscillation. This is a value between 0 and 1, and represents the oscillations
decay time.

If accurate measurement is not possible, an accuracy of 10% is sufficient.


Enter the measured values into the First Frequency and First Damping Factor fields:



Select Input shaping: On.



Keep Second Frequency at 0.



Use Apply All to write your settings to the controller. If necessary, first click Motor Off.

Input shaping is now being applied. Subsequent motions should show much less or no oscillations at
this specific frequency in the load.
If an additional frequency still appears in the load, you can repeat the process with the second
frequency.
It is recommended to perform shaping for the lower oscillation frequency, or for the most dominant
one.
Important notes about input shaping


The Input Shaping algorithm filters the profiler position reference and creates a new trajectory.
The new trajectory is delayed by an oscillation cycle from the original trajectory. For example, if
the rejected frequency is 15 Hz, then the filtered trajectory will be delayed by 1/15 seconds. This
means that this algorithm will be used only if there are at least 2 to 3 cycles of oscillations in the
load. A delay of 1 cycle to obtain a smooth response is better than a no-delay response that has 2
to 3 oscillations or more.
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The Input Shaping algorithm has a limited range of frequencies it can reject. This is because lower
frequencies require more memory to implement this algorithm. The limit is product dependent.
In most Agito controllers, the minimal limit is 2 [Hz].



The Input Shaping algorithm is extremely resistant to changes in the actual load oscillation
frequencies and damping. With a theoretical match of the actual frequency to the measured and
design frequency, the oscillation will be rejected completely. But, from this point, even if the
actual load frequency changes by 40% (without changing the controller Input Shaping
parameters), only 5% of the original vibrations will appear in the load (a rejection factor of 20,
even if the load frequency is changes by 40%).

5.9.2

Acc/Dec Shaping Tuning tab

The Acc./Dec. Shaping algorithm is a unique feature for Agito controllers.
This algorithm is designed to minimize the overshoot and reduce the settling time that is created at
the end of a point-to-point motion, or any other motion mode that uses the profiler, such as PD
Indirect, and Gear Indirect.
Commonly, the main cause of overshoot and oscillations is high deceleration. Using a lower
deceleration can significantly improve the performance, but makes the overall motion much slower.
The Acc./Dec. Shaping algorithm provides a programmable factor for acceleration and deceleration.
The basic value is defined by the parameters Accel and Decel. They can be multiplied by a factor,
which can be smaller or larger than 1, as a function of the distance from the target.
The following figure shows the Acc/Dec Shaping Tuning tab:

You can control whether this algorithm is activated and define a table of distances and factors to be
applied on Accel and Decel during the motion.
This table if interpreted as follows:


When the position command is a distance of 100 or less counts to the motion target, use a factor
of 1.0.



For distances between 100 and 200, use a factor of 1.1.



And so on …
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The standard firmware has a table of 10 entries.
With this algorithm, the system can be tuned to provide satisfactory results for both very large and
very small motions without changing any motion or control parameters.

5.10 Tune/Automatic Gain

The Tune/Automatic Gain tool provides an interface to Automatic Inertia Changes Detection and
Automatic Gain functions in the controller. The tool enables automatic detection of load inertia
changes and updates the controller parameters (control filters) accordingly.
The Tune/Automatic Gain tool has 3 tabs.

5.10.1 Automatic gain algorithm background
The parameters of a closed loop control filter depend on the mechanical and electro-mechanical
properties of the motor and load. These parameters are tuned (typically, by the user) to optimally
match the electro-mechanical system.
The Agito Automatic Gain algorithm serves the following needs:


The system changes during operation.



The system requires better tuning than the initial tuning (typically performed by the user).

The basic idea is that the controller continuously and internally measures the motor current, as well
as its motions (detecting accelerations and deceleration), and from these two variables it draws
conclusions about the system (mainly, its inertia).
The controller measures (or actually, estimates) the system inertia. It also calculates the quality of
this estimation. Thus, if the quality is not good enough, by not complying with the user defined
threshold, the estimation is ignored.
Using the measured inertia and the user defined bandwidth, the controller calculates suitable values
of the control parameters, VelGain, VelKi, PosGain, and AccFFW, or any subset of these parameters
selected by the user.
The newly calculated parameter values can be applied automatically to the control loop, or
suggested for user consideration.
For best results when using the automatic gain algorithm, ensure the following conditions exist:


Sufficiently high acceleration and deceleration.



Sufficiently long acceleration and deceleration times.



Low friction.



System is rigid and non-oscillating.

For a detailed description of the Automatic Gain and Automatic Tuning algorithms, refer to the Agito
Controller User Manual.
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5.10.2 Statuses tab
The Statuses tab shows statuses during operation of the Automatic Gain algorithm and the AutoTuning, and enables you to accept the Auto-Tuning’s suggested parameter values.
The following figure shows this tab:

In the example shown in the figure above:


Automatic gain is Enabled. The number 0 means that the initialization process has been
completed.



When the automatic gain process begins, the system enters an Initializing mode (Enabled is
displayed) and the number 300 is displayed.
The algorithm collects data. When it has enough data, it calculates the system inertia.
This value (if qualified) is passed through a low pass filter to ensure a stable and smooth
estimation.
The counter that started at 300 is decremented with each new qualified input until it reaches 0.
This provides enough time for the filter to stabilize and for the result to become reliable.
Then the algorithm switches to Enabled mode and is ready to provide results for Auto Tuning.



During the Initialization period, most statuses are not displayed as they are not yet considered
reliable.



The Auto-Tuning algorithm is set to 2: Semi auto-tune.



The parameters show the results of the estimations. Most of them change continuously with
each new recalculation of the Automatic Gain algorithm.



The estimated quality is 22%. This is considered good quality, meaning the results are reliable.



The estimated JRAT is 447%, meaning JL/Jm = 4.47.



There is a 1-minute wait until the controller recalculates the suggested control filters.



Suggested control filters are shown at the left. The current values of the controller control
parameters are shown at the right.



Click Copy Parameters to Controller. The suggested parameter values (only those selected in the
Operation tab) are written to the controller and immediately take effect.
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5.10.3 Operation tab
The Operation tab is used to define the operational mode of the Automatic Gain algorithm, to define
some of the parameters that affect the algorithm’s operation, and to enable/disable the algorithm.
The following figure shows the Operations tab:

Select one of the Auto Tuning operational modes from the list:



Auto Tuning mode options:


Auto-tune off. The Automatic Gain will work, but its results will not be used to calculate the
suitable control filter parameters.



Full auto-tune. The output of the Automatic-Gain algorithm (the estimated inertia) is
periodically used to calculate the suitable control filter parameters (for the user defined
bandwidth) and to push them automatically into the control filter parameters.
This creates a full auto-measure-estimate-apply mechanism.
Use this operational mode only after careful verification that the algorithm is working within
your application under all conditions.



Semi auto-tune. As above, but the calculated control filter parameters will not be pushed
into the control loop filters. Instead, they are presented as a suggestion of the algorithm and
the user can manually push them into the control filter parameters.
This is the recommended operational mode till you are sure that under all conditions, the
algorithm suggestions are valid and that you can switch to the fully automated mode.



Full auto-tune with user JRAT. Refer to the Agito Controller User Manual.



Semi auto-tune with user JRAT. Refer to the Agito Controller User Manual.
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Calculate JRAT gain. This mode is currently not operational.



Auto-Update Parameters. You can set the time interval between auto-updates. This is the time
between recalculation of the suggested controller parameters. During this interval, the result is
used only once to recalculate the Auto Tuning algorithms, and to suggest the suitable control
filters parameters.



Auto Gain On and Auto Gain Off. Enable and disable operation of the Automatic Gain algorithm.
Once the Automatic Gain is activated, it works continuously. Its result (the estimated inertia), if
qualified by the quality threshold, is accumulated and filtered to create an estimation of the
system inertia.



Update Parameter Set. Agito controllers typically have 5 sets of control parameters that are used
for the Gain Scheduling. You can define which set is updated by the Auto-Tuning using the
selection list at this tab. The default set is 1.



Parameter checkboxes. Select which parameters are pushed into the control filter parameters.
While the controller always calculates and suggests all four parameters, any parameter subset
can be used. For example, as shown in the figure above, clear the parameter AccFFW to prevent
its use.

5.10.4 Configuration tab
The following figure shows the Configuration tab:

Most of the parameters shown in this figure have typical and recommended values. It is
recommended to use the values shown in this figure.
However, some of the parameters are application specific:


Desired bandwidth. The bandwidth you want for the closed control loop, in [Hz]. A higher value
will give better performance, but also a noisier system and smaller stability margins.



Kt. The torque constant of the motor, in [Nm/Apeak].
Be aware that most motor data sheets provide this data in [Nm/Arms]. (there is a factor of 1.41
between the two).



Jm. The motor inertia, in kg-m2.
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Quality threshold (estimated). The algorithm calculates the quality of its output. The quality is
defined as a percentage. The lower the value, the better the quality (because quality is
determined by the noise in the estimation). In this example the threshold is 30%.
You can define the threshold for the decision. If the calculated quality is below this threshold, the
estimation is considered valid and is used. Otherwise, it is ignored.
Typically, the results of the gain estimations are good when the quality is below 30%. Quality of
around 10% provides excellent results. Quality results of 100% and higher means that the results
are significantly less reliable.
Some trial-and-error may be needed for you to determine the best threshold for your system.

Important notes
In general, the Auto Tuning algorithm achieves good results when it has significant information as
input. Since the algorithm monitors the motor current and the motor acceleration, results will be
good if the currents and the accelerations/decelerations are high enough.
If you use more aggressive motions, the quality is likely to be significantly better.
The algorithm requires monitoring of both accelerations and deceleration, and sometimes also
motions in both directions. Therefore, jogging in just one direction will not enable the algorithm to
collect the required data for the gain estimations. The algorithm will simply wait.
Before starting to use this algorithm, configure all parameters, and use Apply All and Save to Flash.

5.11 Tune/Spring Compensation

The Spring Compensation tool is used to compensate for forces acting on the motor that are position
dependent, such as forces due to cable chain conveyers, which can have a spring-like behavior.

This tool removes load from the control loop, so that it can focus on tracking the reference and
ignore other disturbances.
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Spring Compensation Mode: In Linear compensation mode, you specify the range of motion that
requires the compensation, the number of samples, the time to wait at each position, and the speed
of motion.
Click Measure Spring. The motion starts, and a linear regression is performed on all the positions
measured.
The following figure shows an example of a rubber band placed on a motor to simulate a spring.
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The following linear regression was found:

Using this measurement, you can find the spring coefficient [𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇/𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐] and the spring offset [𝜇𝜇𝜇𝜇].
If you want to use this compensation, you need to select the linear spring compensation mode.
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Motion

6.1 About the Motion toolset
The Motion toolset is used to perform motions and to view the axis behavior during the motion (the
performance).

6.2 General guidelines for using the Motion toolset


Use only the tools that are relevant for your application and the motions you want to create.



Most motion tools (except MULT and CNC) are very similar. The only difference is that each
motion requires specific parameters, but the tool structure and the way of using it, are just the
same.



Kill All can be used at any time to disable all axes. Note, however, that this button is not a safety
protection.



All Motion tools contain a status pane (upper left side), an embedded data recording and viewing
tool (at the right side of the display) and the dedicated area for the specific tool, which may be
divided into tabs.



The entire operation of the tool is done with and for the currently selected axis.
The status pane shows data related to this axis. Motion parameters are read, and motions are
created for this axis, and so on.
The only exception is data recording, in which you can access parameters of any axis.

6.2.1

Status pane

Refer to the section “Status Pane”.

6.2.2

Embedded recording tool

All Motion tools include embedded data recording tool. This tool is explained in detail in the section
“Data Recording and Viewing tool”.
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6.3 Motion/PTP and Jogging – Multiple Axes

This tool provides an interface for performing point-to-point (absolute or relative) or jogging
motions. It also includes statuses of multiple axes.



Axes to Show. In the left pane, set the axes view and operation mode (PTP or Jog).



Axes pane. Click an axis label to change the active axis from within the tool:



The Motions pane will change according to the selected motion mode.



The Motions controls are the same for both PTP and Jog.
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6.4 Motion/Point to Point

The Motion/PTP tool is designed to perform point-to-point motions (absolute/relative,
single/repetitive).
You can set and modify motion parameters, and start an absolute point-to-point motion toward one
of the absolute target values, or a relative motion using the relative distance value.


Go 1, Go 2, Fwd., Back. Execute a single motion.



Go 1 Rep., Go 2 Rep., Fwd. Rep., Back Rep. Execute motion repeatedly.



Stop, StopRep, Abort. Stop motion from all commands and control axis enable/disable.

Motion parameters (except Smooth) can be modified during motion. You can modify the values of
parameters and send the new values to the controller using Apply All or Enter. The new parameter
values will affect motion immediately after they are written to the controller.
Buttons that initiate a motion first execute Apply All, then issue the commands to enable the axis,
then set the motion mode, and then begin the motion.
The Smooth parameter cannot be modified during motion or when the axis is enabled.
PCSuite ignores the Smooth parameter if the axis is enabled or in motion, and does not
send it to the controller. When modifying this parameter, be sure the motor is off.
The following figure shows the Motion/PTP tool:
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6.5 Motion/Jogging

The Motion/Jogging tool is very similar to the Motion/PTP, but it does not include the target position
values. It has only two motion parameters – Move Forward, Move Backward.
PCSuite automatically changes the sign of the speed parameter according to the requested motion
direction.
The following figure shows the Motion/Jogging tool:

6.6 Motion/Gearing

The Motion/Gearing tool provides interfaces for gearing (master/slave) motions, in either of two
motions modes:


Gearing Direct. In this mode the master position is filtered using a first order filter and then used
as the Position Reference (PosRef) for the closed loop control. The filter factor is a user-defined
parameter.
This gearing mode is simple and direct, and commonly used. For large gear ratios, however, it
tends to be relatively aggressive.



Gearing Indirect. In this mode the master position is used to define the absolute target for the
motion profiler (AbsTrgt). The profiler then continuously tracks this target using the user defined
Acceleration, Deceleration, Speed and Jerk.
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The result is a much smoother motion and control. You can define the tracking rate of the profiler
by controlling the motion parameters.
This is the recommended motion mode for gearing motions.
The master position is equivalent to the position of AuxPos (auxiliary encoder input) multiplied by
the gear factor.
The gear factor is provided as MasterFact/65536, to enable fractional ratios.
Click Begin Motion to start the motion. PCSuite then writes all motion parameters to the controller,
including the selected motion mode, enables the axis, and sends the command to begin the motion.
The following figure shows the Motion/Gearing tool:

6.7 Motion/ECAM

The Motion/ECAM tool provides interfaces for performing an electronic camming motion.
ECAM motion is a function of multiple motion parameters.
The Motion/ECAM tool can be used together with the Tools/ECAM Editor tool. The Tools/ECAM
Editor tool is used to create ECAM tables and the parameters for each table. The Motion/ECAM tool
enables the use of a predefined ECAM table to perform a motion.
The Motion/ECAM tool has two tabs.

6.7.1

Electronic camming (ECAM) background

This section provides basic descriptions of ECAM motions and ECAM mode in Agito controllers. For
more detailed information, refer to the Agito Controller User Manual.


ECAM is a type of master/slave motion.



The axis is commanded to move as a function of the position of a master axis.



This function, which is a factor (linear line) in the Gearing mode, is defined as an arbitrary curve.
For example:
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The X axis is entered using the master position, to calculate a position command to this axis,
according to the curve. Thus, as shown in the example, if the master position is 1500, the axis is
commanded to be at 800 [counts].



The ECAM mode in Agito controller is a direct mode. The calculated position is used as PosRef
directly.



The ECAM motion is relative. The master position and the axis position are both recorded at the
time of the Begin command, and all motions (based on the ECAM curve) are made relative to this
initial point.



In Agito controllers, unlike the Gearing mode, in ECAM mode you can select which internal
variable is used as the master position. It can be an analog input, a user defined variable, the
reference position of another axis, or any keyword that is supported over the communication.
You are responsible for selecting a master that is suitable for your application.



This flexibility enables a wide variety of applications. ECAM uses the term “master value” and not
“master position” since it can be Time or Analog Input.



In Agito controllers, the ECAM curve is defined as a set of Y axis values (position commands). The
X axis coordinates are not provided as it is assumed that the provided Y points are equally spaced
along the X axis. The parameter ECAMGap defines this space.



The result is a curve that can be stretched along the master axis by simply changing the
ECAMGap parameter.



This table of Y axis points is stored in the GenData[] array. Multiple tables can be saved within
this array, with each table having pointers (indexes) to the GenData[] to locate the start and the
end of this table.



There is no limit on the table length, except for the limit on GenData array.



The master value is not necessarily monotonous. However, it must not change more than 50% of
the overall X axis range within 1 sample time (61 µs in most Agito controllers).
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ECAM curves can be repeated when the master value continues to change outside the X axis
range. Whether to repeat at all and how many repetition to perform, can be defined by the user
using the ECAM related set of parameters.



It is sometimes required that the start of the motion (acceleration) be different from the
repeated motion curve and similarly for the last cycle (deceleration to stop). In Agito controllers,
you can define that a part of the curve (its beginning) will be executed only in the first cycle and
another part of the curve (its end) will be used only in the last cycle. During all other cycles, only
the middle part of the curve is repeated.
For example:






Range number 1 of the curve (table at GenData) is used for acceleration only in the first cycle.
Range number 3 is used only in the last cycle for deceleration into stop.
Range number 2 is repeated (the slopes at the beginning and at the end of this range are
identical, so they can be repeated one after the other).
You define these ranges by a set of indexes in GenData which are a part of the definitions of each
ECAM table.


The dedicated ECAM command, StopECAM, can be used to request to motion stop by setting the
currently ECAM repetition cycle as the last cycle. If the master will continue to change, this cycle
will include the deceleration part and the ECAM motion will end.



Unless commanded to stop (Stop, StopECAM, Abort, or MotorOn=0), or unless there is a fault,
the ECAM motion is endless. When the master value goes out of the X range, the axis is
commanded to position that is equals to the last relevant point of the curve and when the master
will return to be in-range, the motion will continue.



The ECAM master can be set to any controller keyword. Specifically, by using one of the
CounterUp[] counters, a free curve can be generated, creating motion as a function of time.
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6.7.2

ECAM tab

The ECAM tab is used to display and modify the basic ECAM definitions for the selected ECAM table.
Typically, these definitions have been prepared by the user in advance, using the Tools/ECAM Editor,
per each ECAM table.
In this tab, once an ECAN table number is selected from the list, the data is presented and can be
modified.
Be sure to click Apply All or press Enter after modifying data in this tab.



Index start and end values are GenData[] indexes. They mark the array of Y values to use in the
ECAM motion.



Cycle start and end values are indexes that mark the start and the end of the curve that must be
repeated. In this example, the entire curve is repeated.



Cycles is the number of cycles to perform, and Cycle Counter indicates the actual number of
cycles during the ECAM motion.



Master Definitions define the parameters that select which keyword will be used as the master,
what is the assumed initial position of the master (relative to the time of Begin Motion), and the
master gap, which is the value between two consecutive points along the master axis in the
ECAM table.



Stop/Stop ECAM/Abort. Note that StopECAM causes the ECAM motion to stop after the current
cycle using the deceleration part of the table. For detailed explanation about the ECAM motion
mode and its parameters, refer to the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.

6.7.3

ECAM Graph tab

In this tab you can preview the shape of the currently selected ECAM table. This small view enables
you to confirm that the selected table is the intended one.
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For example:

Right-click the graph to open the graphic view menu. Markers and zooming options are available.

6.8 Motion/Joystick

The Motion/Joystick tool provides interfaces for performing joystick motions, in either of two
motions modes:


Position/Velocity Direct



Position/Velocity Indirect

Be sure to click Begin Motion to start the motion. Once the button is clicked, PCSuite writes all
motion parameters including the selected motion mode, enables the axis, and sends the command
to begin the motion.
The following figures show the Motion/Joystick Position and Velocity tabs:
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6.9 Motion/Pulse-Direction

The Motion/Pulse-Direction tool provides interfaces for performing pulse/direction motions.
Pulse/direction is a type of gearing mode; the master position is defined as the pulse/direction
position, PDPos.
This tool screen is very similar to Motion/Gearing tool screen. In Pulse/Direction mode, however, the
factor is defined as PDFact/PDFactDen, which enables you to define any rational fraction.
The following figure shows the Motion/Pulse-Direction tool.
For details of the interface elements in this screen, refer to the section “Motion/Gearing”.
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6.10 Motion/Vector Motion

The Motion/Vector tool provides interfaces for performing vector motions.

6.10.1 Vector Motion tab
In Vector Motion mode, a group of axes can perform a single synchronized motion.
The motion can be either a linear or an arc motion.
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You can define the vector motion profile (such as speed, acceleration).



You can stop or pause the motion once it has begun.



The vector motion always starts at velocity 0 and ends at velocity 0.



Arc motion is limited to 2 axes.



You set the target, the arc center, the number of circle motions, and motion direction – clockwise
or counter-clockwise:



Multiple vector groups are supported.



If one of the axes in the group is disabled, the overall motion is disabled.



If one of the axes in the group is stopped, the overall motion is stopped, using a synchronized
stop along the vector motion.
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Limitation:
The master axis (that is, the axis used to start the vector motion) must be the smallest axis in the
vector group (A < B < C …). For example, if axes B, D and F are a vector group, B axis must be used for
the vector definitions and the start of the vector motion.

6.10.2 Vector Position Filter tab
A filter can be set on the position reference of the vector.

6.10.3 Easy Data Recording tab
A recording window enables you to easily perform customized data recordings.
You can select commonly used recording options.
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I/O

7.1 About the I/O toolset
This toolset is identical to the Config/Digital I/Os and the Config/Analog I/Os.
The I/O toolset is provided here to distinguish it from the configuration tool.
Configuration, in general, although not necessary, is performed once when setting up the
application.
The I/Os tools can be used at any time to monitor and control the I/Os.
For detailed explanation regarding how to use these I/Os tools, refer to the sections “Config/Digital
I/Os” and “Config/Analog I/Os”.
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Feedback

8.1 About the Feedback toolset
The Feedback toolset is used to define the parameters that control special feedback functions.

8.1.1

Feedback special functions background

The special feedback functions are Lock, Event, 1/T, and Error Mapping.
Position Lock and Position Event cannot be executed at the same time for a given axis due to shared
hardware resources. The controller software will execute only the function that was most recently
enabled.
Lock
Using a hardware mechanism (resolution: 1 [count]), the axis position is locked upon an external
event (digital input or encoder index). The locked position and the number of lock events can be used
as parameters in the communication.
When using an absolute encoder (position cannot be locked by hardware), the locking is performed
by the controller firmware with a resolution of 1 sample time (in most Agito controllers: 61 µs).
Only one position can be locked per each sampling period (again, typically 61 µs). It is the user’s
responsibility to ensure that the external events do not have a faster frequency (typically: 16 kHz).
Event
An external event is generated (a pulse at a digital output) when the actual position reaches a
predefined position. For an incremental encoder, the comparison is done by hardware with a
resolution of 1 [count]. For an absolute encoder, the comparison is done by the controller firmware
with a resolution defined for the Lock.
Events can be created based on fixed position gaps or on a table of values.
Only one event can be generated per each sampling time (again, typically 61 µs). It is the user’s
responsibility to define the Event parameters accordingly.
1/T
1/T is a method to accurately measure low speeds. The 1/T feedback in Agito controllers is used only
for monitoring, and not for the closed loop feedback.
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The 1/T tool is not implemented in the PCSuite interface. You can use the Terminal tool to directly
communicate with the controller.
For details on using 1/T, refer to the OneOverT parameters in the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.
Error Mapping
With error mapping, you can define a correction table for the position feedback.
A correction table may be needed if the mechanical coupling between the motor (and the encoder)
and the load is less than ideal.
In Agito controllers, the correction is executed on the encoder feedback, so that the reported
position (Pos) is after the correction. The correction affects the final motion position. In addition, the
velocity during the motion is corrected because the error mapping correction is applied for each
sample time.
PCSuite provides three methods of error mapping:


1D method. The axis encoder is used to look in the error table. This error is added to the axis
encoder to create the corrected position.



2D method. The look-up table is 2-dimensional. The encoder of a second axis is used together
with the encoder of the given axis to look in the error table. The resulting error is added to the
axis encoder to create the corrected position.



3D method. The look-up table is 3-dimensional. The encoders of the second and third axes are
used together with the encoder of the given axis to look in the error table. The resulting error is
added to the axis encoder to create the corrected position.

Linear interpolation is performed between the table entry points.
The tables are assumed to be equally spaced.
If the encoder reading is outside of the table range (below the start position or above the end
position), the error correction used is the value in the first or last entry of the table.
It is recommended to perform Homing before activating the Error mapping. This will ensure that the
error table is repeatable.

8.2 Feedback/Main Position Lock

The Main Position Lock is supported only for the main encoder.
Select the input channel to use as the Lock event and to enable this function. A small status section
within the tab shows the Lock position and the accumulated number of Lock events.
Both Position Lock and Event statuses are reported since these two functions cannot be operated at
the same time. If you activate one of them, the second one becomes inactive.
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8.3 Feedback/Main Position Event

The Main Position Event is supported only for the main encoder.
You can select one of three modes: Single Event, Fixed Gap Event, and Event Table.

In Single Event mode, only one event is generated. In Fixed Gap Event mode, events start once the
position crosses the beginning position, and repeat according to the fixed gap, until the position
crosses the end position.
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8.3.1

Events Table Mode

When Event Type to Table is selected, an additional pane is displayed.



The table contains up to 100 values, and uses the EventTable[] array.



Position events are generated only when the position is equal to this value.



The table must be monotonous and must not imply more than one event per sampling time.



Refresh Table reads the table data from the controller.



Use Previous and Next to navigate the table.



Correct Event Table runs a table repair process (from start to end indexes) based on the error
mapping definitions for this axis.



Load/Save. The table can be saved from the controller to a file, and loaded from a file to the
controller.

For details, refer to the EventCorrect in the Agito Keywords Reference Manual.

8.4 Feedback/1-T
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This tool is not supported in this version of PCSuite.

8.5 Feedback/Error Mapping

For general explanations about the Error Mapping function, refer to the section “Feedback special
functions background”.
The error mapping function can be disabled or enabled in 1D, 2D, and 3D modes.

8.5.1

Error mapping disabled

When Error Mapping is disabled, the position feedback is equal to the encoder reading, without any
correction.
To disable the error mapping, select No Error mapping, and click Apply All.

8.5.2

Error mapping enabled – 1D

In 1D error mapping mode, the position feedback is a function of the axis encoder, corrected by the
1D table.
From the Mapping type list, select 1D Error mapping.
Set the following:


Start index. Defines the start Index in MapTable. MapTable[] is the array containing the error
correction values. Typically, this value is 1, unless you want to initialize the table not from the
beginning of the array.



First encoder. For typical 1D error mapping, select Axis main encoder.
Auxiliary encoder is intended for complex error correction schemes.



Start position: The position reading of the encoder at which the correction starts. The error
correction table has a limited size. This input defines the encoder reading position that refers to
the first entry of the table.



Table number of rows. Defines the number of entries in the error correction table.



Position gap. The gap in the encoder reading between two consecutive points in the table.

Once all definitions are completed, click Refresh Table. This populates the table with the defined
dimensions and Error values set to zero. For example:
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You can now edit the error values. Each value defines the error (which you need to measure)
between the encoder reading and the actual (correct) load position.
This error value (or a value interpolated between two errors) is added to the encoder reading to
create the position (Pos) reading that is reported to the user and used as feedback for the control.
For example:

Click Apply All to write all values to the controller and activate the error correction table.
Use Save to Flash (recommended) to make your definitions permanent in the controller.


Use the controls below the table to simplify table filling.



Invert selected encoders using the Invert Encoders controls.



Save/load the table to a PC file (Save/Load To File buttons).



The PC file can be either XML (saves all screen definitions) or TXT (saves only the table data).



An externally created error table can be loaded into PCSuite as a TXT file.
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8.5.3

Error mapping enabled – 2D and 3D

When the error correction table is a two- or three-dimensional table, the error applied (added) to the
main encoder feedback is a function of both the encoder itself and another encoder. The other
encoder might be the auxiliary encoder input of the axis, or the encoder input of another 1 or 2 axes
for a multi-axis controller.


Once you select the 2D (or 3D) Error mapping, additional controls are displayed. You can define
the same definitions for 2D (and 3D) as for 1D Error mapping.



For a 3D table, use the At 3rd encoder selector to navigate between the layers.



Click Refresh Table to build a table and populate it with the measured errors. Alternately, load
the data from a file.



Click Apply All to write all values to the controller and activate the error correction table.



Use Save to Flash (recommended) to make your definitions permanent in the controller.

Notes
For the given input values of the 1st and the 2nd encoders, an interpolation is performed to calculate
the error to apply. The process involves interpolation in three steps, assuming that the 1st encoder
value is between line N and N+1, and the 2nd encoder value is between columns M and M+1:


Error(M)= Interpolation: ErrorTable(N,M) and ErrorTable(N+1,M)
Based on the 1st encoder input value.



Error(M+1)= Interpolation: ErrorTable(N,M+1) and ErrorTable(N+1,M+1)
Based on the 1st encoder input value.



Error=Interpolation: Error(M) and Error(M+1).
Based on the 2nd encoder input value.
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9

Program

9.1 About the Program toolset
The Program toolset is used to edit, compile and download user programs for the controller.
For detailed descriptions of the program language, refer to the Agito User Program Language
Manual.

9.2 Program/IDE+
Functions available in this tool include:


Create and manage projects.



Create and manage project’s program files.



Edit program files.



Compile a project.



Download a project to the controller.



Run and monitor program execution.



Debug the program.



Halt/restart the program execution.



Configure the auto-execution on power-on setting.



Access Watch Statuses.
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10 Tools

10.1 About the Tools toolset
The Tools toolset includes productivity, control and data visualization tools.

10.2 Tools/Homing

The Homing tool provides a user interface for defining and performing the Homing procedure.
The Homing tool screen includes Status and Data Recording panes.
The left side of the Homing Control pane shows the defined Homing sequence, while the right side is
used for modifying each Homing step.
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Use the Homing steps context menu to add/remove/move steps:



Use the Step Definitions list to modify the selected step. Each step has a short description text:



Homing definitions can be saved to and loaded from a PC file.



Some predefined homing sequences are available. Click Load Predefined Sequence.



Refresh All reads the homing definitions from the controller, overwriting all displayed data.



Apply All writes the homing definitions to the controller, but does not start the homing process.



Click Perform Homing to start the homing process. Homing status is displayed above the button.



If an error occurs, a message is displayed in the status line:

10.3 Tools/User Panels
The Tools/User Panels screen provides a very useful but complex tool for creating and maintaining
floating panels with various controller parameter statuses, actions, and data representation controls.
The defined panels can be used as floating windows, accessible alongside PCSuite. The enabled
panels can be activated from the Floating Tools menu.
The tool screen has two panes: Panels list and Panels setup.
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10.3.1 Panel List
The pane on the left displays a list of panels, and enables you to manage them:


Load, Append and Save As. Manage the panel definitions files. Useful for backup and
deployment to multiple workstations.



Use checkboxes to select panels, thereby making them active.



Add, Remove and Reorder the panels.



Click a panel in the list to view its details in the Panel Setup pane.



After modifying one or more panels, click Apply Active Panels Changes. Any unapplied changes
are lost when you exit the screen.

10.3.2 Panel Setup
The pane on the right is used to configure a floating panel:


A panel can contain up to 16 configurable items.



Each item can be a control element from the following list:
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Every control type has a different interface for setting parameters.



Copy, Cut, and Paste. Use to quickly duplicate and move panel items within the same panel, or
between different panels.



Enable. Use the checkbox to activate a selected panel item.



Every item may be configured to use a static, PCSuite Active, or a user-defined axis.



The following figures shows an example of a Panel with different types of items.



Every item has a tooltip with setup information, and sometimes data statistics.

10.4 Tools/Machine

The Tools/Machine tool screen provides an extensively configurable Machine interface for visual
controller data representation and quick motion commands.
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The Tools/Machine tool has two views: User and Admin.

10.4.1 Machine/Admin view
To access the Admin view, enter password 160412 at the lower-right of User view.

Use the Admin view to set up the User interface.


Configure items such as axis name, units, factors.



Add statuses. Discrete Outputs, Values.



Add Actions. Every action represents a command, or a list of commands, that will be sent to the
controller when the Action button in pressed the User view.



Be sure to click Update button after modifying any items.



Click Close to apply changes and return to the User view.

10.4.2 Machine/User view
The User view is the default view for the Machine tool.
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No change

The User view provides the following functionality:


Displays axes statuses states and warnings. Hover the mouse over the status for additional
information:



Axes to Show. Select the axes you want to view.
Note that the tool screen is dynamic. To show more than two axes simultaneously, you must
enlarge the PCSuite window.



Monitor the Statuses defined in Admin mode.



Execute the Actions defined in Admin mode.



Motion control:


Select point-to-point or jogging motion: PTP or JOG (in Axes to Show).



The control commands are applied to the selected PCSuite axis.



After modifying Wait, Target(s) and/or Distance parameters, motion must be restarted for
the changes to take effect.



The Speed slider value is updated upon releasing the slider.
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10.5 Tools/ECAM Editor

The ECAM Editor tool has two modes, for two different purposes:


Draw ECAM Spline. Enables drawing (using spline) of ECAM curves and to generate ECAM tables
in the controller.



ECAM table handling. Enables viewing and managing of the ECAM tables in the controller.

Use the selector to select a mode:

For details about the ECAM motion mode and its parameters, refer to section “Motion/ECAM”.

10.5.1 Draw ECAM Spline
The following figure shows a typical example of using this tool to draw an ECAM curve:
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Define the table on the left, and click Calc./Show Splined ECAM Graph. A spline calculation is
performed to generate a smooth curve. You can modify this table at any time, and the calculation
can be repeated.



In addition, using the Master gap input, a table of values is generated relating to equally spaced X
axis points (spaced by the Master gap). These values are stored in the table on the right. It can be
downloaded later to the controller.



Not natural interpolation type of spline. This method enables you to define the slope at the start
and end points of the graph. In this example, both are specified as 0.



The raw data table can be saved to and loaded from to a PC file.



Complete the data at the right side of the tool.



The table of slave values has already been calculated.



Open the ECAM tab and set all the parameters.



The ECAM table selection list can be used to define which table is now created.

The data in the ECAM tab:


Select the master source.



Select the gap for the equally spaced table.



Select the initial master position offset.

To complete this part of the ECAM preparations, click Download To Controller to write the table and
all related parameters to the controller. Save To Flash is also recommended.
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You can now perform ECAM motions with this new table. For ECAM motions, go to the
Motion/ECAM tool.

10.5.2 ECAM table handling
The following figure shows a typical example of using this tool to view and manage the tables in the
controller.



When this mode is active, the left side of the tool screen is disabled.



The right side can be used to upload and download ECAM tables from/to the controller.



Show Controller Master/Slave Data displays the table graph.



Different tables can be uploaded using the ECAM table selection.



The parameters for each table, including values in the table itself (slave column only), can be
modified and sent again to the controller.

10.6 Tools/Test Sequencer
The Tools/Test Sequencer tool is designed to perform automatic motion tests at different positions.
Supported test modes:


PTP Settling



Position Jitter



Identification



Constant Velocity Ripple

10.6.1 General workflow


Click New to create a new test. The Create New Test dialog box opens.
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Set the global parameters in the Define Global Parameters tab. The user interface varies
according to the test types.



Define the test(s) parameters in the Define Test Sequence and Parameters tab. The user interface
varies according to the test types.



In the Perform the Test Sequence tab, run the test.



Each test type execution automatically generates a Report file. The target path is shown in the
Perform tab. Some of the tests also produce data recording files.

10.7 Tools/Health
This Tools/Health tool is not supported in this version of PCSuite.
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11 Manage

11.1 About the Manage toolset
The Manage toolset is used to configure the PCSuite environment and its connection to the
controller. It also includes tools that manage the entire set of parameters or the firmware.

11.2 Manage/Connections

The Manage/Connections tool is used to define and test a list of possible connections.
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The pane on the right contains the list of defined connections. When a connection is selected, its
detailed properties are displayed on the left side of the screen.



To add a new connection, write a new name for your connection in the Connection Name field,
set all properties, and click Add. This will add a new line to the Connections list.



Test the connection using the Test Connection button. If failed, try to repeat. If still failing,
carefully verify the connection definition and your hardware and cables.



All changes are saved automatically whenever you click Add, Update or Remove.



Use the Connection lists to manage multiple connections. You can update a connection definition
of properties (Update), you can delete a connection (Delete), you can control the order of the list
(Move Up, Move Down). You can also save a copy of this list (for backup, or transfer to another
computer). Load and Load Append provides additional functionality, so that you can easily
manage and obtain the connections list for your application.



Once the connection is defined and tested, navigate to one of the tools (such as Motion/PTP) and
connect via the Connections field in the PCSuite frame.



If a failure occurs, a red message is displayed at the bottom-right of the frame. Respond
according to the information displayed. You can try to reconnect. Repeated failures mean you
need to check your definitions, hardware, and cables.



If connection is successful, no message is displayed. The Connections field will indicate the active
connection, quick commands will be visible, and the active tool will become enabled and start
refreshing statuses from the controller (if applicable).

Important Notes:
 If RS232 is used via an adapter (or micro-USB cable straight to the controller), Windows may
reassign the COM port. In this case, a defined connection will fail to connect, and will need to be
modified to reflect the system change.


PCSuite scans the currently available COM ports when you open the list of COM ports. However,
you may need to use the Windows Device Manager to locate the COM port that is assigned to
your USB to RS232 adapter.



Before using non-default CAN bus options, make sure you are familiar with the CAN network and
the hardware (DIP switches, termination) is properly set up.

11.3 Manage/Parameters

Use this tool to upload the parameters from the controller and save them to a file, select a previously
saved parameter file and download the parameters to the controller, or copy parameters between
the same controller axes.
The functions are available only if there is a valid connection. If the communication is Disconnected,
the tool is disabled.

11.3.1 Upload parameters
Use this pane to upload parameters from the controller to a PC file:
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Select whether to upload all parameters, or by axis.



Select Skip Ethernet IP MAC parameters as they are controller-unique.



Take care to not overwrite another controller’s IP or MAC address, as it may result in network
instability if multiple controllers are connected to the same network.



Use Upload Parameters to save the file in the path specified at the top of the pane: To file.



Use Upload Parameters (select target file) to explicitly select the target file.



You can Append a checksum to the parameters file. This checksum may be used to verify the file
prior to downloading it.



While uploading, a progress bar is displayed. Upon completion, a message is displayed, with the
number of parameters that were uploaded.



PCSuite uploads all the controller’s parameters that are characterized as Saved to Flash.

11.3.2 Download parameters
Use the Download Parameters to Controller pane to download parameters from a PC file to the
controller.
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Use Browse to select a parameters file.



Select Skip Ethernet IP MAC parameters as they are controller-unique.



Take care to not overwrite another controller’s IP or MAC address, as it may result in network
instability if multiple controllers are connected to the same network.



You can download the file as is, or do an axis-related download.



Verify Checksum ensures the file is not corrupted.

Set the post-handling options:


Save to Flash after Download. PCSuite sends a Save message to the controller upon download
completion, to ensure that the downloaded parameters are saved to flash.



Perform CalcFilter after Download. Refer to the CalcFilter keyword documentation. It is
recommended that checkbox always be selected to ensure proper operation.



Click Download Parameters to start downloading. A progress bar is displayed during the
download. If an error occurs, a notification appears. You are prompted to cancel the process, skip
the error, or skip similar errors.
Upon completion, a message is displayed, with the number of parameters that were
downloaded, and information about the Save to Flash process.

Important Note:
Some parameters cannot be assigned a new value if the axis is enabled. Consequently, the
parameters downloading process will encounter errors if an axis is enabled. Be sure all axes of
the connected controller are disabled before activating the download. You can use Kill All to
disable the axes.
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11.3.3 Copy parameters
Use this pane to copy parameters directly from one axis, or group of axes, to another.

The instructions for copying parameters are the same as described in the section “Download
Parameters”.

11.3.4 Reset parameters to default values
Use the Reset Parameters pane to revert parameters to default values, as specified in the controller
About file.
It is recommended to backup current parameters before reverting to defaults.

11.3.5 About the parameter file
The Agito controller parameter file has the extension *.par. It is an ASCII file that can be easily edited
to create your own files.
The file that is created by the Upload Parameters process has a fixed structure:
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The file includes a header with information about the product type, the uploading date, checksum (if
selected) and controller firmware version.
When this file is downloaded, the comments lines (starts with //) are ignored, and only the
parameters lines are sent to the controller one after another.
You can modify this file. You can even create your own files. A parameter file does not need to
include a given number of lines (parameters). It can contain a partial list. When downloading, this list
is written to the controller. This can serve as a fast way to set a group of parameters.
Using comments, you can create a well-documented file. For example, the following file sets the
parameters for the homing process:
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For more information on homing, refer to the documentation of the HomingDef[] keyword. Also
refer to the section “Tools/Homing”.
PCSuite performs some validity tests on the format of each line in a downloaded parameters file.
However, when you create or modify a parameters file, it is your responsibility to ensure it has the
proper structure and content.

11.4 Manage/Shortcuts

The User Defined Terminal Shortcuts tool enables you to define keyboard shortcuts (Ctrl+key) that
will automatically send a sequence of messages so that you do not need to manually type them.
Terminal Axes Groups. Use this pane to set a specific letter that will be interpreted by the terminal
as a group of axes. Messages that use this letter will be handled as a list of messages to the axes in
the defined group.
This tool screen contains a table of shortcuts. You can edit, add, and delete shortcuts, reorder the
list, save it, and load into it.
Each shortcut is linked to a list of messages to send. To define a list of messages, use the semicolon
(;) separator between each message, as shown in the following figure.
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Some letters cannot be used as shortcuts.



Axes groups can be referenced within the shortcuts.



All changes are saved automatically when Add, Update, or Remove is clicked.



You can save a copy of the connections list for backup or transfer to another operator.

11.4.1 Special characters in shortcuts
The shortcuts must contain messages in Agito communication language. In fact, the messages use
the extended language, as described in the section “Terminal”.
Some special characters are supported to provide flexibility when using shortcuts:


? When the shortcut is used, the character ? is replaced by the letter of the currently selected
axis. This lets you create a shortcut that is not axis dependent and can be used for any axis.



% When the shortcut is used, PCSuite will halt the shortcut execution when it encounters the
character % and prompt the user to enter a value (in the terminal). This lets you create flexible,
interactive shortcuts.

11.5 Manage/Preferences

Use the Manage/Preferences tool screen to define PCSuite behavior to suit your needs.
Modify settings with care.
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Available controls:


How often PCSuite updates statuses. Fast update rates load the communication line (RS232 and
CAN channels). Disable all Statuses should only be used for troubleshooting as it impairs PCSuite
performance and renders some tools unusable.



Error, warning, and info messages notifications settings. Very Quiet Notifications is not
recommended as it hides most notifications.



Interface language. Changing the PCSuite language requires a PCSuite restart.



Maximum number of data recording files to be saved within the Output directory.



Default behaviors for the Auto-Connect and Discover Connections functionalities.



A global setting for the data recording tool. Defines whether to use Sequential Data Recording.
This mode uploads the data in short packets. Useful for working with several instances of PCSuite
on the same controller at the same time.



Time to wait between repeating data recording when in Auto Recording mode.

11.6 Manage/Download firmware

The Download Firmware tool enables you to change firmware versions in the controller.
The tool can be used only when PCSuite is in the Disconnected state.
To change the firmware, you need:
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A *.hex file with the new firmware version.



A corresponding *.ver file, (version + version info file)

(Both files must be in the same folder)
Alternately, one of the following:


Aa *.zip firmware package file



A *.bin binary file for Central-i products

If you have a previous working version, it is best to keep the old files as backup.
It is recommended to save the parameters to flash, and also upload to a file.
The download operation does not preserve the data that is in RAM. Any user program saved in the
controller’s flash is also erased by the Download Firmware process. You will need to reload it to the
controller.



In the Download Firmware screen, click Browse and select the required hex file.



After you select the file, the tool displays the firmware information as read from the file.



The option Verify Current Ratings is only supported for non-Central-i products.



Select the Communication channel



Enter the password: 160412
(The password is not security related. It serves to confirm the user has read the manual and
instructions, and understands the process.)



Click Download Firmware.
The progress bar shows the status of the download. Fast communication (Ethernet or CAN)
results in a faster process.
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Wait for the process to finish. A message indicates success or fault state.

What if the download fails?
The download may fail for some reason; for example, the power supply goes down or a cable
disconnects.
Make sure power and communication are connected, and repeat the download process.
In most Agito controllers, a LED blinks when the bootloader takes control.

11.7 Manage/Download FPGA

The Download FPGA tool enables you to change the FPGA versions in the controller.
The tool can be used only when PCSuite is in the Disconnected state.
To change the FPGA, you need an FPGA binary *.dat file.
If you have a previously working version, it is best to keep the old file as backup.



In the Download FPGA screen, click Browse and select the required *.dat file.



Enter the password: 160412
(The password is not security related. It serves to confirm the user has read the manual and
instructions, and understands the process.)



Click Download FPGA.
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The progress bar shows the status of the download. Fast communication (Ethernet or CAN)
results in a faster process.


Wait for the process to finish. A message indicates success or fault state.

What if the download fails?
The download may fail for some reason; for example, the power supply goes down or a cable
disconnects.
Make sure power and communication are connected, and repeat the download process.
In most Agito controllers, a LED blinks when the bootloader takes control.
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11.8 About the Help toolset
The Help toolset provides help and documentation for the PCSuite environment.

11.9 Help/Documentation

The Help/Documentation tool provides communication keyword information, as it appears in the
Agito Keywords Reference Manual.
This information contains the properties of the selected keyword, and a description of its use within
the controller.
The properties of a given keyword are a function of the product type and the firmware version. This
is automatically handled by PCSuite, which can display the relevant information for the currently
connected controller, or the information related to a given product and firmware version.
The Keyword field supports interactive autocomplete. When you press Enter, keyword information is
displayed.
From the dropdown lists, select which information is required.
Note that help for offline firmware can be supplied only for products and firmware versions whose
information is saved on this computer.
Once PCSuite is connected to a given product with a given firmware version, the relevant information
is uploaded and saved in the PC. The information is then available for the help tool.
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11.10 Help/How to?

The Help/How To tool provides a list of keyboard shortcuts that can be used within PCSuite.
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11.11 Help/News and updates

The Help/News tool displays the Agito-Akribis news webpage.

11.12 Help/About

The Help/Info tool displays the Agito-Akribis products and information webpage.
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12 About the AACommServer
The AACommServer is a process that handles all physical communications with the controllers that
are connected to the computer.
It is automatically started by PCSuite on application start and terminated (if not in use by other
clients) when exiting PCSuite.
Supported interfaces: RS232 (and micro-USB), CAN bus (using Kvaser CAN modules) and Ethernet.
The AACommServer is designed to support multi-accesses, whether to different communication
channels or to the same communication channel, as shown in the following figure:
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12.1 Using the AACommServer



Normally, you should not interact with the AACommServer application. Specifically, you must not
close it unless you have closed PCSuite and you do not need to work with it anymore. PCSuite
uses the AACommServer all the time.



The AACommServer can be used to show the details (log) of the messages that are running over
the communication. Refer to Activate comms.log checkbox.



The logged items can be saved as a text file (typically to send to Agito if there is some problem to
resolve with the communication).



The green pane shows currently connected clients (PCSuite instances) and active hardware
channels (such as Ethernet, CAN).

For information on developing a user application, contact Technical Support for the AAComm SDK
package.
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